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PREFACE 

THERE seems to be no book in existence, at least in English, 
. that presents in a coherent form the mathematical treatment 
of the theory of political economy which has been developed 
duriug the past eighty years or more. The more familiar 
parts of the theory are assumed by writers or indicated in 
footnotes or appendices, the less familiar must be sought 
in the treatises or journals in which they appear; the various 
writers on the mathematical theory have proceeded from 
different hypotheses and adopted different notations, and 
students are consequently hindered in the use of this very 
valuable aid to analysis. Though the simpler applications 
of mathematics made by competent writers and lecturers 
can be appreciated by any intelligent readers and students, 
the more complicated analyses are only within the power of 
those who have mathematical aptitude, and it is for them 
that this book is arranged. The actual number of mathe
matical theorems used is quite small, but among them are 
some uses of the calcnlus which do not form part of the 
'~ elementary curricnlum, and these are brought together 

in an appendix. 
I have attempted to reduce to a uniform notation, and to 

present as a properly related whole, the main part of the 
mathematical methods used by Coumot, Jevons, Pareto, 
Edgeworth, Marshall, Pigou, and Johnson, 80 far as these 
are applied to the fundamental equations of exchange and 
to the elementary study of taxation. SinCjl I cannot be ~. 
that I have not in some cases misinterpreted thes& writers, 
I have not given many detailed references, and must cOntent 
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myself with this general acknowledgement of indebtedness. 
I have not intended to advance any new theorems in econo
mics, nor do I claim any originality in mathematical result., 
f9r the few theorems which I have not consciously adapted 
from others may ~ fact already have been published. 
Perhaps;however, there is in my analysis a more definite 
attempt than has been usual to deal equally with the hypo
theses of competition and of monopoly, to find a place for 
incomplete monopoly and to indicate how perfect competition 
and perfect monopoly are mathematically the extreme cases 
of a more general conception. 

My thanks are due to Professor A. C. Pigou and Dr. H. 
Dalton for advice on the general contents of the study, and 
to Mr. L. R. Connor who has devoted much time to cor
rection and verification of the detail. 

A.L.B. 

March,1924. 
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INTRODUCTION 

EcoIfOKICS deals with the production, exchange. posseanon. 
consumption, and use of material goods and immaterial serrices. 
The whole subject of wealth and welfa.re be two aspects. one 
subjective, moral or psychologicaI, the other objective or material. 
From the one we may consider the attainment by economic 
action of an abstract good, or hedonistica.lly the pleBsnre or 
satisfaction derived from the possession or use of things. or the 
desire to obtain goods; none of which terms are arithmetically 
measurable. From the other we may have in view material 
goods and actnal eervices which can be measured by quantity or 
by money value. At first sight it might appear that mathe
matical reasoning was confined to the objective aspect, bot this 
is not the case. If we cannot measure. it is true that we ea.tlnot; 
apply the arithmetical processes of addition and multiplication 
and their converse; bot we may be able to detect equality and 
inequality. relationship. continnity. variation, and other properties 
which lead to algebmic expressions. 

It is proposed in the following treatment to have in mind 
two entities; the one incommellSlll"able, the satisfaction derived 
from economic goods or in eome cases the ~ire T.Oo1it&in them, 
the other measnrable, e.g. the physical quantity of goods. The 
eecond may be compared with a measurable shadow cast by an 
nndefined object. The more exact relationship is as follows: 
write U ('" , .•• ) for an algebraic function of measurable quantities 
"., .•• ; let it be eo related to an entity we will eall 8( ... , ••• ). 
where 8 is not a calculable function bnt the non-measurable 
satisfaction derived from quantities e.' •••• that; the following 
postulates are aatisfied. 

PHtwiata. (1) When e" ••• vary withont affecting the value 
of U(e., .•. ). more .. balancing lees,. &c., 8( .. " ••• ) remains 
nnchnnged. 

" .. B 
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(2) When m, y .•• vary so as to increase U (:r,y ... ), 8(m,y ... ) 
increases, and if U decreases, 8 decreases. 

(3) When there are successive variations of III, y ... , the first 
increasing U from U, to U., the second from U. to U., so that 
the second increase is greater than the first (U.- U. > U.- U,), 
then the second increase in 8 is greater than the first; the 
postulate still to be true, when less is written for greater. 

The first and second of these postulates are fundamental. 
U is measured on a definite scale, like the height of a ther
mometer. To any point on this scale corresponds a level of 
satisfaction, to be compared with the personal sensation of heat. 
When U increases, when the tbermometer rises, B the satis
faction is increased, the sensation of heat is intensified. But 
a movement of 6 points (6 degrees) on the scale does not give 
a corresponding measurement of increased satisfaction, the 
intensification of sensation is not measurable- The thermometer 
is calibrated; the imaginary vessel of sensation is not. 

The first two postulates, together with the assumption that 
people in their economic actions aim at increasing their satis
faction, are sufficient to obtain all the equations of equilibrium 
and in general all propositions that depend on the direction a8 
distinct from the curvature of lines or the concavity of surfaces. 
Propositions depending on the sign or magnitude of the second 
derived function of U, which can be identified in the sequel by 
a careful reader, * require the third postulate. In terms of our 
analogy we should have that if in two successive periods the 
thermometer rose 6 and 8 degrees, the intensification of senss.
tion in the second period would be greater than in the first. 

The first two postulates are sufficient to connect a maximnm 
of B with a maximum of U. 

For convenience of working it is'assumed that II, y ... can move 
by infinitesimal steps, so that a value corresponds to every _Ie 
reading, and that U (m,y ... ) is a continuous function, i.e. that to 
a email change in tie, y ... corresponds a small change in U. The 
great part of the analysis, however, would hold with .1018 
approximation if the quantities moved by finite steps. if th_ 
were small. The difficulty, if it be one, could be met in part 

• Th. third postula~ la oDI,. required lor pp. 18, 16, 156. 
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by the use of the calculus of Finite DiJFerences, instead of the 
DiJFerentiaI Calculus, but the results would be akin, and the 
slight improvement would not compemBte the increased com
plexity. We may leave this difficulty with the remark that in" 
the rare cases where the things or services exchanged are not 
SDSCeptible of continuous variation (in qrumtity or quality), the 
results from the equations require some adjustment. 

Since some name must be given, U will be called the utility 
function. The utility to which it relates is that generally called 

utility or '"'l":':.~-exc~~. 
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SIMPLE EXCHANGE OF TWO COMMODITIES 

§ 1. Marginal utility. indiJrerence curves, offer curves. 

90nsider first the problell). of two persons .A. and B interchang
ing two commodities X and Y. 'This an8.\ysis is used in the 
,elementary diEcussion or barter, and by many writers in the 
fundamental treatment of foreign trade. The restriction to two 
commodities is equivalent merely to supposing that the posses
sion of other goods does not affect the exchange between the two 
in question. The restriction to two persons is more important, 
since it roles out questions of competition. 

S 
~r----------------------------I , 

5 4 3 

., 

M~-·~I--~~~~---L-----7--. 

a , . 
FI.""" 1 • 

.A. and B start with ... and 61 of X and a. and 6. of Yo 

.A. receives 11) of X from B in return for y of Y. 
Arter exchange .A. has 

and B has 

lEI = ... +11) and IE. = 0,-,1(, 

oEl=61 -", and .E.=6,+y. 

s .. 
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In the figure ,f, and ,f. are measured horizontally to the right 
and vertically downwards from 0,. O,M = a •• 

MOX is drawn horizontally to the right, and NO = a,. 
o represents .J.'s initial position with reference to his axes 

0" =, and 011 = •. 
or is drawn vertically npwards from 0, and ro produced to 

N, so that ON = 6,. 
Through N a line is drawn horizontally to the right to O. 80 

that NO. = b,. 
O.N produced and 0 .. =. vertically upwards form B's axes" 

viz. 0 •• =, and 0 .. =., and 0 represents B's initial position as 
well as .J.'s. 

The axes OX, or are those on which IIJ and y, the quantities 
exchanged, are measured. 

Let ,U(f" f.) and .U(f" f.) be functions expressing the 
utility to .J. and B respectively of the possession or consumption 
of f" f, units of the commodities X and r. 

Then lUff"~ f.) = ,U(a, +IIJ, a.-y) = ,r(IIJ,y), 

and .U(E" E') = .U(6,-IIJ, b.+.r) = .r(lIJ,y), 
where the function r is defined by these equations, 80 that 
,r (III, y) measures the utility enjoyed by../. after the exchange of 
y for IIJ, and ,y(IIJ, y) measures the I1til~..!!'joy~ by B_after the 
exchange ofm for y. For each value of y there will be anllJ which 
will just compensate ../. for the loss of y. The loons of such 
points is ,r(IIJ,y) = 0, and this equation gives ../.'s Wliffer_, 
curv' through the origin, viz. OR. 

For another locus of points, viz. ,r(IIJ,y) = I,../. will gain ons 
unit of utility, and so we have a family of curves ; r (III, y) = z,*' 
in which the successive curves ,r (III, y) = 0, I, 2 ... are ../.'1 
indifference curves. A movement from one point to another on 
the same curve does not change the lLIllount of utility. 

To any such curve, r (IIJ. y) = c. a tangent at .. poiut on it 

(IIJ" y,) is (IIJ-IIJJ • ,V ... + (v-y,) . ,y,. = O.t 
where, v;, , ,Yw are the partial derived functions of r (IIJ. y). and 

• Thill CAD be regarded as a sarfAoe, aDd in the eubaeqUDt argument the 
plane curYee may be oonaidered .. contour lin_ 01 thia .llI'face. 

t Appendix, p. 112. 
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• ~" '''fl' are the JeSUIts or writing IIJ = z., :1 = :1" in these 
derivatives. 

This tangent passes through 0 if 

-L], •• 1' ... 7:1,"~' = 0, 

and therefore 1IJ.,V ... +:1 •• Y,. = 0 

is the equation to the tangent from 0 to Y (1IJ,:1) = e, if (",!J is 
on this curve. 

For any n&nled ratio of exchange p = :1/". the locos or exchange 
is :1 = p. This line cuts many of L s indifference curves and 
touches one,~elythat for whichp= -1J'ZzI.1", which it 
touches at ("" :1J. 

It is evident from the figure that the curve tonched is higher 
np the scale of ntility then the curves cut. Consequently if A
is Cree to choose the amounts to be exchanged at the named 
ratio, he will exchange :1. for L],. 

As P varies, all the points of contact of the tangents eatisfy 
theeqoation 1IJ •• 1 .. +:1 •• 1,= o. 

This is the loene of points (OQ,Q) at which A is willing to 
deal, if he cannot control the price. It is called L. offer C1IrtIe. 

[In the figure 

-"'-2,"+20 .. -4.1' = 25z = 25 .,'("5)' 

1 1 
V;z=25(-2 .. +~0); ,Vg =25(-4.1'-4). 

The tangent .. hose point of contscli to a curve is (",,:1J is 

(II-"J(-2.r," 20) + (:J-:1,)(-4:1,-4) = o. 
This passes through the origin if 

", (2", -20) +:1, (4:1, + 4) = 0.* 

The locns of points of contact of tangents through the origin 

i. therefore ,,(2.1:-20)+:1(4:1+ 4) = 0, 

i.e. 

This is the equation of .4.'. offer.] 

• The equatiOll to the_gent is thea .,( ... -10)+1,(" + 1) a O. 
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Similarly B's indifference curves are those concave to or, or 
i. that through the origin, and B's offer cllrve i. 0 Q. Q, the 
equation of which is 

II: , l~ + y , ,-r; = o. 

§ 2. Eqnilibrium of exchange. 

Assume in the first instauce that the bargain i. made as 
a whole, not the resnlt of a series of exchauge •. 

B will try to take that point on .4.'s offer curve which is most 
advantageous to him, which wi\l be where .4.'s offer touches one 
of B's indifference curves (Q,). Similarly.4. will aim at a point 
Q., where B's offer touches one of .4.·s indifference curves. 

Let the offer curves intersect at Q. The double curve Q, Q QI 
is called the bar!laining loCUl. If.B is the stronger bargainer he 
may secure a point between Q and Q,; but if .4. and B are of equal 
bargainiug strength, they will only both be willing to deal at 
the exchange rate and amount given by Q. J n fact this i. the 
positi(ln attained if the "formulae are regarded as representing 
the transactions of two individuals in, or subject to the law of, 
a market", * in which case there can only be one price, and 
where neither party is at an advantage with respect to the other. 
If this position is disturbed, it is to the interest of one or the 
other to revert to it. 

In equilibrium we have, therefore, from the two offer curves 
and the identities given, 

_.V_ ,1". _-,Y,;_,U,. ,IT,. 
p -;;; - -,1~ --;1"; - ,U,. = oUts' 

These relations are obtained thus: t 
])uE, = ]).(a, +11:) = 1. 

,T~ = ])ur(II:,y) = ])ZlU(a, +II:,a.-y) = ]). ,U(,E",E.) 
= li,"U (,E, .. E,). liz,E, =])E. ,U(,E" ,EJ = ,U, •• 

Similarly ,v, = ,Ut,. 

But ])r ,E. = ])r (11,-y) = -1, 

and ,1, = ])",U(,E" ,E.). ])"E. = -,U". 
Similarly IF. = -,Uh • 

• • GIIInoGIicoll'4cAia, Edgeworth, po Ill. t See A_dix, pp. -. 
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These are the fundamental equations of equilibrium of ex
cbange, and are due to J evons. 

At the position of equilibrium A'S and E. indiJl'erenee curves 
toucb, and the common tangent pasoes through O. 

,1'" = D" 1'"(111"),, constant, is the marginal utility to A of an 
increment of X, when III and y are already possessed.. -

Similarly ,Ut" ,'h. are the margina1 ntilities to A of incre
menta of X and l' when A possesses ,~" ,~" and .Ut" oUt. are 
interpreted similarly for B. 

§ 3. The contract curve. 
If tbe exchange of y for III is not made as a single transaction 

from the position 0 (when A has ~ and a., and B has 6, and 6,) 
bnt from some other place, in other worda if 0 varies: or, what 
comes to the same thing, if A and B do not know each other' I 
position and make successive tria1 bargain. t: then temporary 
equilibrium may be reached wherever a pair of indifference curves 
tonch one another so long as each gain .. or at least does not 
lose, utility. 

At any such point 

,1'..hv, = (-gradient of ,1') = (-gradient of .n = .v..;,1',. 
The locus of .uch pointa, called the eontract CUN1e, is therefore 

,v.; .• ",-.v.,.,"P; = 0 or ,Uh .• U,,-.Uh • ,Ufo = o. 
The inter.;ection of the offer curves evidently lies on the 

contract cnrve. lIQT is the contract cnrve in the figure. The 
segment liT between A'. and B'. zero indiJl'erenee curves is that 
within which the bargaining can terminate. 

§ 4. The demand and npply curves. 

If y i. eliminsted from the equation 

P = y/III = ,1' d-,"P;, 
we obtain an equation between p and III, say 

P =/(111) • 

• )lore eorrectJ)'sva:.Js ill an mcrement in utility due to an inereaee from 
.ztos.'s. 

t 1'ritIPJIIM" _, JlanhaIL App. P., p. 791. Edition 11107. 

... " c 
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If r is taken as being money, then p is the price of a unit of 
X, and the equation is that of .tI.'s demalUl curve. 

Next eliminate, from the equation 

p=y/a:= -.T~/.Vy; 
the resulting equation, say p = </> (z), is B'. IUpply curt'e. 

[In the figure .tI.'s demand curve is obtained by writing 
y = pal in the offer equation. The result i. 

2p'a:+2p+a:-IO = 0, 

which may be written 

p = (-I ± .v'(1+20a:-2a:')}/2a: =/(a:). 

B'. indifference lines are drawn from the equation 

-a:"-3y"-4a:+36y = 20z = 20 . ,1' (a:, y). 

1 1 
.v,,=2ii(-2a:-4); ,iy = 2O(-6y+36). 

B's offer is a:( -2.1:-4) +y (-6y+ 36) = 0, 

i.e. a:2+3.1'"+2a:-18.v = O. 

B'. snpply equation is 

3p'",-18p+",+2 = 0, 

or p = {9± "/(81-S",-3",1)}/3'" = </> (",). 

The contract curve is 

(-2",+20)(-6y+ 36)-( -2.1:-4) (-4,-4) = 0, 

i.e. "'3'- 20",- 34y+ 1 i6 = O. 

The offer, contract, supply, and demand equations are satisfied 
by"', = 4·29", = 3·03, P = 0·707.] 

Both.tl. and B gain by the exchange, d's gain being ,Y("'"J, 
B' •• 1' ("",,). 

[In the example ,1'("'",) = 1·6; .r("'"J = 2·3.] 

§ 5. Elastioity ot Demand. 

The demand curve being p =/("'), the quantity 

" = -p/(:t:IJzp) 
is CJilled the elalticity '!/ dt!11ralJli. '!)zp is generally negative (see 
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p. 55 below), the quantity demanded decreasing when 'the price 
increases, and " is then positive. 

" ~ 1, according as p ~ -a:Dzp. 

p 

15 

" }}z (pa:) ~ O. 

" Dz(y) ~ O. 
DEJoLUiID CURVE. 

In figu:re 2 }}J = -NQjNL, where a: = ON andp = NQ, 
and the tangent at Q meets OX at L. 

:. '1=NLjON. 
Figu:re 3 shows the values of y = pa:, where a: = ON y = NR, 

and represents the ofl'er curve. 

'I may also be written ~ -;- -ap, where aa: and ap are 
a: p 

small finite changes (vanishing in -the limit), and in this form is 
seen to be the ratio of a smalJ relative increase in a: to the corre
sponding small relative decrease in p. 

When" = I, ON' = N'L', and by a well-known geometric 
property L'Q', and therefore the demand curve, touches at Q' a 
rectangular hyperbola in which pa: is constant. It is also 
evident, since here Dz(pa:) = 0, that pa: is a maximum and is 
momentariJy constant. At the ... me time }}zY = 0 and at the 
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corr!lsponding point of the offer curve (R') the tangent is hori. 
zontal. 

A. '1 diminishes and approaches 0, D.p becomes very great 
negatively, and a great increase of price diminishes IIJ very little;' 
ultimately when '1 = 0 the demand is said to be petj'ectlIJ in.la.tic, 
and the demand curve is vertical. 

On the other hand as '1 increases above unity, D.p becomes 
small, and a small change in p makes a great change in IIJ. Petj'ect 
ela.ticity is reached when '1 is infinite and the demand curve 
horizontal. 

OFFER CURVE. 
y 

60 

~40 R 

20 

OL-..... ~~N ..... ~~~ ..... ~ ..... ~X 
5 10 IS 

§ 6. Money prices. 

Quanti!>' 
FIGt1BE 8. 

Let Y be money which .4. is paying and B receiving. Tben 
-, ~ = ,Uf • = K" say, is the marginal utility of money to .4., 
and • Uf, = • v, = K. its marginal utility to B. 

We get certain simplifications if we suppose the marginal 
utilities of money to be unaffected by the sale and purchase of IIJ, 

or, in other words, that .4. and B have so much money that this 
particular deal does not st:nsibly affect its marginal utility. 

In this case .4.'s indifference curves are parallel to one another; 
for the gradient at the point (lIJ,y) of the curve ," (lIJy) = canst. 
is given by D.y = -, V..!, J~ = ,P,;/ K" and this depend. on IIJ 

alone since P,; cannot under the hypothesis be affected by ,; so 
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that for any assigned value of III the tangents to .4.'s indifference 
curves are parallel, and similarly for B's indifference Curves. 

The equation of the contract curve becomes 

"."~+~l"~= 0, 
which only involves III and represents therefore a line "(or con
ceivably lines) parallel to 0 Y. 

The offer curves are 

III .,Yz-!l", = 0 and IIJ • • v,,+!I-o = O . 
.4.'8 demand cnrve is 

p= !."Vz=f(x), ", 
and B'. snpply cllrve is 

p= -.!. .• v,;=</>(x), ", 
without any elimination. 

Lv,; = -sUf, and is negative.] 

In .4.'s demand curve ",. DzP = ,v,;z, where ,v,;", is written 
for the second partial derivative of ,Y with respect to x.* 

..• '1=~=~' 
Q1·1~:II --:0· 1':rz 

and, 'I ~ 1 according as ,v,; ~ -III., VZZ• 

At this point we use our third postulate for the first time. It 
is evident that Iv,; = ,U • is positive so long as U increases with 
sstisfaction, and greater satisfaction is obtained by increased 
possession of III. There may of course be a position of satiety 
when Iv,; = 0 and p = 0, and even of negative satisfaction when 
1 v,; is negative and .4. would pay to have less of III. Similarly 
"" "S' and sU • are positive and sv,;"Yy are n.., .... tive. 

Now assume, as in fact is generally the case, that successive 
equal mcrements of III add less and less satisfaction, and, in 
agreement with this, 

ly(lIJ+ 2311J, !I)-,y(1IJ+3I1J, y)<, Y{III+3I1J, y)-,Y(IIJ, y) 

for all valnes of IIJ and y in the problem • 

• See Appendiz, p. 90. 
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Then for a constant 11 successive steps of 1 r are of diminishing 
height, D.,r (i.e. Y.;) diminishes as II: increases and JI.,., is negative. 

In the figure (p. 5) the converse of this is seen, viz. that equal 
incremente of 1 r need successively increasing increments of 11:, for 
the segments made by .4,'s indifference curves on any horizonts! 
line increase to the right. 

Since «1 is positive and 1 y';" is negative, D.,p is negative if 
the marginal utility of money is constant, and the demand curve 
falls contiuually to the right, and 'I is therefore positive. 

If .4, and B are bargaining in similar conditions, it follows that 
,Ut.t, = • 'Vyg is negative, and tne segments of lines parallel to 
o Y cut by Bs indifference curves increase successively vertically. 
But if B is a producer employing labour and using materials, his 
position is no longer similar, and the argument no longer 
applies; this condition is dealt with in deteillater on (pp. 28 seq.). 

§ 7. The utility surfaoe. 
Now consider Y no longer to be money but a commodity, as 

is X. We have then all the following expressions negative: 

1 Ut,t, = 1 "Pyg' 1 Ut,E, = 1 JIzz, .Ut,E, = • v"", .Ut,t, = .pw· 
If in the figut'e (p. 5) we regard fZ = 0, fZ = I, ... as contour 

lines, they indicate the surface or hill fZ = lr(lI:,lI)' Ascent of 
this hill in any fixed direction between east and lOoth sterting 
from .4,'s zero indifference curve becomes less and leBB steep till 
the summit in that direction is reached. Similarly Ba surface 
becomes less steep as one travels from his zero indifference corve 
in a direction between north and west. 

These conditions hold generally, bot further complicatioos are 
found when we take into acconnt poBBible relations between the 
uses of X and of 1'. These are considered, together with lOme 
more general aspects of the utility functions, in the following 
section, which may be postponed till the more elementary and 
fandaments! analyses in the snbseqaent chapters have been read. 

AoDENnUll, TaB UTILITY SURPACE. 

Indepenae.lt, complementary, and alternative utili/ll. 
The shape Bnd properties of the utility .arface relating to the 

intercbange of two commodities depend in part on the qaestion 
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whether the uses of the two commodities are independent or 
correlated. Here the discossion is of a theoretical nature; the 
more practical aspects, when both commodities are being pur
chased by a thUd person, are considered in chapter VI. 

Only ..4.'s surface is considered and the prefix 1 is droeped. 
..4.'s offer is 10. v.; +,Y. v, = 0, ..4. giving'y in return for 10. 

In this curve 
IJ,.y= -E.(z. v.;+y.l;)-:-IJy(z. v.;+y. V,l* 

,Y const. 10 const. 

v.;+IO. v.;",+.V. Yo. 
IOl~+ry+y. Yy,' 

and if P =,Y/iIJ, then y-pz = 0, 

and ... 

Eliminste IJ,.y, and simplify. We obtain 

D _ - v.; •• (liy)·+2V,.". ~.1,:-Yy".(v.;)' 
.• P - 1'./<:11.1'.,+ v,+y.l';') . 

Here use the thUd postulate of p. 2; then V= and VyY are 
negative. Y,. is positive so long 8S ..4. is not satiated with X, and 
T; is negative if ..4. haa any use for Y. 

IJ",p is the gradient of ..4.'s demand curve. 
Vzy is zero if X and Y have completely independene uses, so 

that a change iny does not affect the marginal utility of 10, i.e. Y,.. 
Iu this case IJ.,p is always uegetive. 

V.v is negative where X and Y have joint or complementary 
utility, where an increased parting with Y (i. e. au increase of y 
and a diminution of EJ diminishes the marginal utility of X 
(e.g. paper and ink). In this case also, IJ.,p is always negative. 
~, is positive where X and Y are alternative to each other 

(e.g. bread and meat) and an increase of y (a dinrinution of E.) 
increases the marginal utility of 10. In this case the sigu of 
IJ.,p is not determinste. It can be shown that, if 

- Y,(v.;. Y,.,- v,. v.;.» v.;(- v.;. Vyy + v,. v.,,»O, 
IJ.,p is positive. This will happen if the marginal utility of X 
changes slowly aa 10 changes, but rapidly aa ,Y changes. while V, 
changes very rapidly aa .y changes. 

• See AppaDdiz, P. til. 
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y h=% y 

(A) (B) 

y 

0t-::======-x 
o 

(0) 

(D) 
.. to.. Complementa..,. Utility. 

FI80U 4. 

For some purpo ..... the utility BUrface may be considered to be 
a conicoid with snfficient approximation. without implying that· 
this is the general form. We may then write its equation in the 
form 
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(F) (G) 

(u) (x) 

h .... -oo 

'~~~--~~-x O~===========X 
(,) (EJ 

r. Independent Utility. G to L Alternative Utility. 
FIG""" 4 • 

• = r{"'o+III,yo+Y) 
= r ("'0' Yo) +'" l'"" +y v'o +1"'"~ .. +"'Y v.,ovo +1Y"~.vo'* 

where Vz ~. stande for the result of writing 1110 for ID and Yo for y 
in the .:cond partial derivative of r with respect to III, &0 • 

• See Appendiz, p. 91. 

"" D 
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Here the products of cubes of '" (the distance from the sterting 
point) and thi rd derived functions are neglected. 

Paying regard to the known signs of the differentials, we may 
write p,;. = 20, Vy, = -2f, P,;,z, = -2,., Vy,~,= -26, where 
a, 6,f, and 0 are positive. 

Write 1;." = - U. A is zero if X and r Bre independent, 
positive if their uses are complementary, negative if they are 
alternative. 

Measure utility as above a zero level at which "'0' Yo Bre the 
quantities possessed. 

We hBve z = -("""+U""J'+bJl')+20ill-2/JI • 
.tJ.'s offer cnrve is 

alll'+2ltz!I+bY-Oill+/JI = 0, 

and his demand cnrve 

bp'iII+2Apill+!p+aill-0 = o. 
Independence. The indifference curves are similar and concen

tric ellipses, which become circles if a = 6. Figure 4, P (p. 17). 
In the sequel take,. = 6 = 1 by a snitable choice of nnits. 
Complementary fUel. The indifference curves take the shapes 

of Figures 4, A to E as .i increases from zero. When.i = 1 they 
are parabolae.* If also /=-0, z=-(",+y)'+20("'+Y), 
Figure 4, C and in anyone indifference curve '" + y is constant 
and p= -1. 

Such a case would arise if a landowner was paying for bnildings 
on part of his estate by giving parcels of land, and reached a point 
at which he would only /leeept further bnildings if land were given 
back with them. 

If.i< I, we have ellipses; if.i > I, hyperbolae. 
.tJ.lu1'1Iative fUel. AB.i diminishes from 0 to - ox, the curves 

take the forms ofFignre 4,0 toL When O>.i> -I, the curves 
are ellipses, when.i< -1, hyperbolae, when.i = - I, parabo1ae. 
If, when .i = - I, / = g, we have straight lines 88 in Figure 4,1 ; 
IIIJ-y is ~hen constant, and p = 1. This OCCDrs when it is com
pletely indifferent to.tJ. wbether he has X or Y. 

• The figures are drawn from the equation. _ -tt'-2Jr:q-r + lOs-2r, 
escept Figuree 4, candI where the eoeflieieut of. iI takeD .. 10 and .. -10 
respeetinly. 
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MULTIPLE EXCHANGE 
§ 1. ]I otation. 

It is not diflicalt to extend the princiPal results of the first 
chapter to any.number of persons and commodities. In this 
part of the analysis the first essential is to make sure that the 
conditions supposed are sufficient to give a determinate solution 
and that no condition is redundant. This chapter is devoted to 
the exhibition of these conditions without auy reference to the 
cost of production. We assume that persons have in fact 
quantities of commodities, of which one may be money, which 
they are willing to exchange with each other. 

Let there be • commodities called X., X •.. ,Xr' •• X., and 
II persons, A, B, C ••• , shown by prefixes 1,2,3 .•• to the quanti
ties and functions related to them. 

We shall regard the t'" person and the r'" commodity as 
typical, where' standa for any number 1 to If, and r for any 
number 1 to •. 

Suppose that the t'" person starts with fl. units of Xr ' and 
after exchange has IEr = fl. + tf1'r' tf1'. is positive if he is receiv
ing and negative if he is giving, the symbol involving the 
necessary sign. 

[In Chapter I A was giving a positive quantity y; this woald 
now be written 1"'. = -y; the other letters correspond as follows: 
r. =y, ,"" = -r, = "', ,a, = a" ,a. = a., t'1 = 6.,.p. = 6 •• ] 

Let p,: p. : '''Pr : ... : pfA be the price-ratios at which all the 
exchanges between X" X .... are made. If XtA is money, p. = 1, 
and p,. P., &c. are money prices. 

We have then to determine III X II quantities such as tf1'r> and 
.. -1 price-ratios. 

Let ,U ~E" ... ,Er ... ,E .. ) be the utility to the t'h person of 
possession or consumption of ,E, of X., ... ,Er of X .... ,E. of X •• 

02 
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Write IU, for the partial derivative of IU with respect to f,. 
IU, is then the marginal utility of an increase in the possession 
of the commodity X, when IEI' "IE,. "IE ... are all'eady possessed; 
it depends in general not only on tE, but also on the amounts of 
the other commodities. 

Then if ~ (tU) is the increment of utility due to exchanges 
resulting in increments of ... 8 (tE,) of X, ... , we have 

a (lui = tUl' ~ (tEl) + ... +tU,. a (IE,}+ ... +tU .... ~(tE ... ) * 
= lUI' ~ (I"'l) + ". + IV, • Ht"',) + ... +I U",. a (t"'",), 

since IE, = la, + lal, and therefore a <tEr} = a (t"',), &c. 
We must now distinguish between two cases, that of competi

tion or the opeu market and that of monopoly. 

§ 2. Equations of equilibrium tor perfect competition. 
Any two persons .t/. and JJ interchange quantities of any two 

commodities Xl and X. in quantities 80 small relatively to the 
whole amounte exchanged by all persons that their exchange 
does not significantly affect the price-ratios, which are therefore 
not subject to variation in the process of differentiation. The 
price-ratios are the same for all persons. This is the condition 
of the open market. 

Writing the last equation for this case, only all and .... varying, 

we have ~ (,):1)' ="1 Ul .a (lall) + 1 U • • a (1"''> . 

and- ~'(~li) =.ul.a( .... l)+.U •. ~< .... .>. 
As in Chapter I exchanges will be pushed till both .t/.'. and E •• 

utility is maximized, at which position a c,. U) = 0 = a (.UJ, 
:. lUI' b(l"'J +lU., a (1"''> = 0 = .Ul • a ( .... l)+.P •• a Cr.>. 

Also for both persons the sum spent equal. the sum racei ved, 

... Pl·lall+P •• l .... = 0 andpl ..... l+P ....... = 0, 
whence 

Pl' ac,. ... J +P.· a (1"''> = 0 = Pl' a < .... J+p •• a ( .... .>. 
From these equations eliminate the quantities a (1"'1)' &0., and 

we obtain 
1 1 I 1 
-'lUl = -·lU. and -,.U, = --.U •. 
PI P. PI p • 

• See A ppendiz, p. 90. 
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These equations are of the same form as in Chapter I, but now 
the values of ~U" &c.. depend not only on the two commodities 
exchanged but also on the amount of all commodities possessed. 

Writing similar equations for all exchanges we have 

Mazilllizi,,!/ equatiotu 

1 1 1 1 
-.,Ul = ... =-.,Ur = ... = -,Um : (1) t' PI Pr Pm: m - .. equa IOns. 

for t = 1, 2 ... 11 l 
Thns at the position at, which the exchanges are completed 

the quantity !. ",Ur is the same for all commodities to the same 
Pr 

person, and eqnals tUm, the marginal utility of money, if X .. is 
money. In simple words, in spending money the greatest satis
fuction is obtained when the transference of a trifling som from 
one porchase to another would have an insignificant effect on 
satisfaction. If sugar (XJ is ad. a lb. and butter (XS> 2,. a lb., 
so that PI : Po = 1 : 3, then at the final purchase the utility of 
a i lb. of sugar is one-third of the utility of a lIb. of butter, and 
,Ul = t. I U.. 2d. gives the same satisfaction spent either way. 

We have two sets of quantitative equations to complete the 
solution. For each commodity the amount bought eqnals the 
amount sold. Hence' SERVANTS OF INDIA SOCIETY'S 

CotarMJdit, eguatiotu BRANCH LIBRARY 
.~. BOMBAY 
~ r2'r = 0 * for r = I, 2 ..... · :.' III equations. 
'_1 

Again the som spent by each person eqnals the sum received. 
Hence 

PerlO1UJl egaatiolll 

. ~Pr'r2'r= 0 for t= I, 2 ..... .. equations. 

But the som of the. commodity equations, multiplied by 
P" P., &c., and that of the personal equations both give 
%Pr' r2'r = 0, the summation extending over the .. X .. terms, 

• TbIo equatioD io the abbnYiAtiOD of ,z, ... "" .... " ... Ita _ O. 
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and therefore one of these In + n equations is deducible from 
the others. 

We have then ",+n-l equations to combine with the 
(",-l)n maximizing equations,that is mn+",-1 equations in 
all. These are just sufficient to determine * the mn quantities 
11lJ, and ",-1 price-ratios, or, if Xm represents money, ,n::r 
prices·t 

An important corollary is that every person can maximize his 
satisfaction at the same time. 

§ 3. Equations of equilibrium for monopoly. 

Suppose now that A. produces all of X, or sO much that he can 
influence the price, and consider his dealings with B who cannot 
affect prices when exchanging X. for Xl" Write p = pJp •. 

For B as in the case of competition we have 

p = .U,/.U, = -1I:.!1lJ
" where -1lJ, is the quantity of X. that B gives in return for 1lJ, of 

X" ~ .U, and ,U., either or both, involve 1lJ .. so that 1lJ. can be 
eliminated from the two equations and p obtained as a. fonction 
of 1lJ1' say p =f(llJ,) the form already used for a demand corve. 

A. maximizes 1 U, so that as before 

o = ~,U = ,U,allJ, +,U.~IlJ •. § 
Also p . 1lJ, + 1lJ. = 0, but now p varies and the equation of varia

tion ~ (p .11:, ) + a (IlJJ = 0 does not reduce to p~ (z,) + ~ (IlJJ = 0, 

but to ~ (1lJ.f(IlJ,)} + ~1lJ. = 0, 

i. e. {f(IlJ,) +1lJ,f'(II:, )} ~IlJ, +~IlJ. = o. 
Hence the competitive equatioo 

..!.."U'=..!.."U. 
1', P. 

is replaced by the equation 
,U, 

/,(IlJ,J+Z,)"(ol',! = ,U •. 
• See Appendix, p. 9'-
t Actually multiple 101utions each giving a eet of values ttl ,sr" .te., aN 

poasibJe, but only one set is likely to be applicable to known cooditioDlt. 
:: a:. _"c::: -tZ'2.8ndzt - -Ix;. '"'" M-
f See Appendi", pp. 89-91. 
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Since f(z;j+Z.f(ZI) = Dz,.(PZI) = -Dz,.(zJ, 

the differentiation being performed on the cnrve 

"". ,UI +z •• ,U. = ·0, 
we may write this eqnation 

lUI + ,U •• D",(z,) = 0. 

23 

In fact D .... (zJ is the gradient of Es offer carve, and IUJ.U. 
is the gradient of A.'s indifference carve, so that the condition is 
that Ee offer COl'Ve tilnches one of A.'s indifference carves, as at 
Q. in Figure 1 (p. &).* Eqnilibrinm is at Q. instead of at Q. 
Bnt that figure and the analysis in Chapter I assnme the existence 
of only two commodities, while the fnnctions in the eqnations 
jnst used inclnde qnantities of X.' X.... as well, thongh these 
are not snpposed to vary daring the exchange between A. and B 
ofX.andX •• 

If A. has no use for x,. himself, or his use is satiated, 1 UI = 0 
and the eqnstion becomes D .... (zJ = o. 

In this case z. is a maximnm in x. 
J! soffer COl'Ve, as is illnstrated in 
the accompanying figure. The hori
zontal lines are A.'. indifference lines 
which depend solely on z.. A. chooses 
the highest possible Point on B's 
offer corve (where Dz,. ("'J = 0), that 
is where it tonches an indifference 

1-------.-. 
Q 

line, as at Q in the fignre. OM = z" O'-------.M!;-----.X' 

MQ = z.' and QMjOM is the price 
of "" in terms of "' •• 

FlQVBB 6. 

If there are only two commodities and B has the monopoly of 
the second the pIlt'ition is indeterminate without fnrther informa
tion, for example of the relative strength of Ls and Es positions 
in bargaining. In the figure on p. 5 the bargainers aim res
pectively at QI and Q.. In tbe fignre here given E. in
difference linea wonld be vertical and A.'s and Es offer carves 

• But iD that figure it; mUlt be supposed that ~ is monopolist of w, and 
rorcing B to give him :z OD favourable termBy since there he is paying with 
r ODd bayiDg I. In tho anaJym. jwot given ... ill payiDg with I, ODd 
buyiDgI •• 
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indeterminate; A would try to push B up the OX, scale. and B 
to push A to the right. A possible equilibrium is when they were 
on the summit of the hill indicated if the indifl.'erence lines are 
contonrs. where they would both reach satiety. 

If there are many commodities. A still monopolizing the first. 
write A's eqnations 

,U,. a (,2",)+,u,a(,"'.) + ... = 0 

p, • ,"" + P • • ,"'. + ... = 0 
a (p, . ,"',) + Po. 0 (,,,,.)... = 0 

Since as in competition 

..!..,U.=..!..,U.= .... 
p, P. 

and a (p, . ,"',) = IJ~l (p, . ,"',) . a (,"',) 
h ,U, 1 U. 1 U. 

we ave lJ."(p,.,,,,,)=P;" ,=p;;" .= ... , 
where p, is connected with "', by the aggregate demand for X, 
of B, C .•. (see p. 25). 

Then. if also B monopolizes X •• C X •• and so on, in the maxi-
mizing equations 1 1 

- •• U,. - .• U ••.• 
P. P. 

are replnAed by • U. • U. . - , lJ z, (jJ • • .x.) IJ "a (1' • • 0"'.)"" , 
but this process must stop before the last commodity is monopo
lized, for it is found that as in the case of two persons and two 
commodities the problem becomes indeterminate when there is 
no unmonopolized commodity. The final Pm cannot be expressed 
as a function of "' ... 

It should be noticed in this case and in alI casea of maxima, 
that the change in the quantity maximized is very slow as the 
variable moves away from the position that gives the maximnm. 
For example. in the figure on p. 23, A will lose little of 1; if he 
gives perceptibly more of X" moving M to the right. 

More generally 4. receives, say. R (-",) = "J"("'J. where 
f("'J =P. the price at "'t from the demand cnrve. 
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Let ii be the value of "'1 that makes .B("'I) a maximum, SO that 
I(z) +zf'(i) = 0, and let z+1i be a neighbouring valne. 

Then 
R(i+ii)-R(iii) 

= (HA) ./(HIi)-iii/(ii) 
= (HIi) (f(iii)+1i .1'(';;) HA·,/"(iii)+ ••• }*-zl(i) 
= A {/(iii)H .1'(iii)}+AI .1'(iii)Hii·(HA)/"(ii)+· ... 
= A~'{iii)+iii'(ii+Ii)/"(iii)+ ... 

The increase in p is 

I(Hii)-/(z) = iii' (iii) HA'I" (iii) + ... 
Write Ii = Aiii, neglect terms involving A", and for simplicity 

suppose I" (iii), the change of the direction of the demand curve, 
to be small so that we can neglect also A~"(';;). 

Write -a R, -ap fur the changes in R,p. Then 

aR = _ A'~~((i) = A" and ~ = _ Afi/'(iii) = A 
R i/("') P I(iii) , 

so that approximately the relative decrease in the price equals 
the relative increase (A) in the quantity received by the purchaser, 
while the relative decresse in the amount received by the mono
polist equals the square of A. If, then, the decrease of price is 
10 % (A = 0·1) the increase in "'1 is approxinIately 10 %, but the 
decrease in R is only abont 1 %. A monopolist may often find it 
to his nltimate advantsge to encourage his customers by not 
exacting the uttermost farthing. 

~ 4. Aggregate demand and supply. 

Let "'. be the sum of those of the quantities 1"'" rr ... that 
are positive, that is of the amounts that are bought; then - "'. 
is the sum of the remaining negative qnantities, the amounts 
that are sold. 

Let there he ,.' purchasers, where ,.' is 01 course leBS than ,.. 
The ,.' quantities of which t". is typical are connected by the 
equations "'r = l"'r + ... + t"r + ...... "'" 

Pr l Ur IUr .,Ur 
p;;;= lU .. = = tU .. = ··· ... U ... • 

• Bee Appendix, p. III. 
'Itl I! 
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where we may suppose for simplicity the te,'ms in the denomi
nator to depend on money, so that P'" = 1 and j U'" is the marginal 
utility of money to the tth person. We have ,,' + 1 equations, 
from which the tf quantities such as j" r can be eliminated, leaving 
a relation between Pro :rr and prices and qUlliitities of commodities 
other than the ,.... This may be written Pr =f(zr)' wbere, 
though the fnnction involves other commodities, we can study 
the change in Pr dne to a cbange in zr (by tbe metbod of partiel 
differentiation, for example) on tbe hypothesis that otber prices 
and quantities remain constant, or are affected so little tbat tbey 
may be regarded as constant, This is the aggregate demand 
equation for X" which may be considered by the analysis used 
on pp. 9-12 above. The elasticity at any point on it, depend
ing only on the, valne of Pr and tbe direction of the curve at tbat 
point, is not affected by any ordinary corresponding cbanges in 
the other quantities. 

An aggregate supply equation con be obtained in tbe same 
way, but snpply is better studied in relation to production as in 
the following chapters. 

NOT)!. 0" ""iv/mal monopoly, 
Consider the ease of tbree monopolists A, B, C and three 

commodities, and one other person D. Let A monopolize Xl' 
B X., and C X •• producing "'" zO' Bnd za respectively, and let J) 
possess, but not monopo'lize X,. Then 

z, = -r:,-r,-,z, 
zJ = -la"s-rl-,oZ'1 

1:3 = -1'1:3-""3- ,3:, 
,Z, = -,z,-'lf'1,-r, 

} 
where z,. "'., za are written for ,z" r:., and Fa' 

p"Z,+P •. ,z.+Pa',Z.+P,.,Z, = 0 } 
P"'lf'1,+P •. :r.+Pa,r:.+p,. r:,= 0 
p,·r,+p •. r.+p •. z.+p"r, = 0 

,V; I U• ,U. ,U, 
iJ",.(p,II:,) =-p;= p;= P • 

• U,_~_.U._.U. 
/', - iJ",(PozJ - P. - P. 

(i) 

• • • (ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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. . . . . (v) 

(vi) 

We have nineteen equations to determine sixteen ,,'s and three 
price ratios. Set aside the terme containing the difFerential in 
(iii). (iv). and (v). and also the first equation of (v). From the 
remaining fifteen equations eliminate * p< and thirteen ill'S (all 

bot ",. "0' ",.>, and so obtsin p, as a fonction of Ill" Ill" Ill., P •• 
and P.; then keeping 1Il1• .... p, and P. constant we can obtsin 
.Dz(p,), Then the first equations of (iii) and of (v) enable ns to 
eliminate p, and Ill,. 

We have now eliminated fifteen quantities and have left 
"0' z., Po' and P. connected by the three equations 

.U, IU. aU, ,U, aU, _ .U. 
iJ",,{p.z,.} = P.· A = P.· P. - iJ,..(P.",> 

in whatever form they take after the eliminations. 
From the middle equation express P. as a fanction oC Ill" lila. 

and Pa' and difFerentiate the equation so Coond to obtsin .D,.. (P.), 
Then from the first and middle equations we can expresa ", and 
P. each in terms oC "a and P.; bot we cannot conneet P. and .... 
and therefore cannot diJl'erentiate P., which is necessary to com
plete the eolotion. 
~ however. the last denominator were P., as it would be if 

C had not monopolized .x;., the last-named three equations would 
involve the three 'loantities "' ....... and p,jP •• which could be 
foand; or we could have simplified the whole analysis by writing 
Pa = 1. 

The analysis can be extended eo as to inclode more com
modities. 

It is not of coorse denied that exchange would take place if 
all the commodities were monopolized, but it is shown that 
further information is necessary to determine the amoants 
exchanged. 

• See APpelldix, p. ~ 
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PRODUCTION 

~ 1. Factors of production. 
The indiffereuce cnrves of a persou supplying commodities are 

not decided, except very rarely, by the utility of them to himself, 
but by their cost of production. 

Let the production of Xi' XI ••• X", depend on the use of such 
factor. Iff production as cepital,labour, and materials, v in nambsr, 
which we will call 1', ... 1' •... r.., 1', being regarded 88 typical. 

We shall have to consider later the laws that govern the sapply 
and price of the factors. At present suppose that a producer can 
obtain as much as he pleases of each factor at an unvarying price 
which he cannot inHuence. 

Any factor is to bs regarded as usable in the production of any 
commodity. It will be found throughout that when one is not 
used a corresponding equation drops out. 

The quantity of a factor used for a given quantity of produc
tiOIl is not fixed, but the increased use of one factor and decreased 
use of others may leave the production unchanged. 

We have to discover the mathematical formnlae which measnre 
the amounts of the different factors used in the prodnction of one 
commodity, and the relative amounts of one factor used in the 
production of different commodities. We have Culther to deter
mine the distribution of each factor among different manufac
turers of one commodity. 

§ 2. The law of enbstitution. 
Joint dematul for fat:ior •• 
First let there be only one commodity and only one prodncer 

or manufacturer. 
Let 91" •. 1 •... 1. bs quantities of the factors (lIUCh as I, boars 

of labour, the use of 9. acres of land, and of £1001. worth of 
capital) used in the production of #IJ nnits of the commodity. 
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The quantity .. depends, in a way that is presamed to be known, 
on ... Y ..... so that we ~y write 

III = F(Y!" •. Y •.•. I.) 
where F is a function of given form. _ 

Let "'I ••• "' •••• '" be the prices per unit of YI ••• Y •••• Y •• BUp-

posed given. -
Let p'lI: be the cost of production of the II: units.· 
The manufacturer's aim is so to choose the quantities such as 

1. as to minimize p. The resultiog organization of prodnction 
may depend on the magnitude of 11:. and the problem must be 
solved for each -value of 11:. which is therefore kept constant in 
the solution. 

We have p'I1J="'IYI+"'+"'.I.+ ••. +",.I •• 
• ', 3(p'1I:) = 11J. 3p' = "'1.311 + ... +"'.' 31.+ ... +", •. 3, •• 

Also since II: does not vary 

0= 311J =F",.3YI+ ... +F".3y.+ ... +F, •• 31 •• t 
_where Fr, is the partial derivative of F with respect to 1.. Elimi
nate 3'1' 

I 
11J.3p' = F {(n" •• Fw.-"'I.F,) 3,.+ .. . 

'. + ( ..... F'.-"'I. F,) 3,.+ ... }. 
When p' is a minimam 3 p' = 0 for all possible small variations 

of ... Y ..... t In the last equation 3, .... 3Y .... are independent 
of each otber. and the solution is obtained by puttiog each 
coefficient equal to zero. 

Then 

I I I 
and -.F,= ... =-.P,= ... =-F, •. 

1Tl 1 'Its. "IJ'., 

This is the law of substitution. which determines the amount 
of the factors lIlIed in the production of a commodity. In words, 
at the cheapest cost of production the rate of increment in the 

• The letters with ' alwaJII relate to production or BOpply aDd the cor. 
responding lettera without to coDIWDption or demand. For a tabular sta&&
ment of the oomplete notation, see p. 'd. 

1" See AppendiK, pp.89, 110. 
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amount produced by varying one factor alone (or the marginal 
increment) is proportional to the price per unit of that factor. 
A consequence is that at the minimum the transfer of a small 
sum from expenditure on one factor to expenditure on any o~her 
leaves the price of production unchanged. (Compare the corre
sponding statement relating to expenditure on commodities, 
p. 21.) 

[For example, take 

fIJ = F(y, , Y.) = 2y,' + 3y,y., aud w1 = 2, w. = 1. 

Then .P'fIJ= 2Y1+Y.' FYI = 4Y1+ 3y., Fvl = 3Y1' 
The solution for fIJ = 10, say, is obtained from the equations 

2y," + 3y,y. = 10, !(4Y1 + 3y.) = 3y" 

whence y, = 1·6, Y. = 1·05, p' = 0·42. 

F1GVBB 6. Production Diagram. 

Geometrically (Y1,yJ is the point P, where a tangent * parallel 
to "'1Y' + ... oY. = 2y, +Y. = eonst. touches F(y" yo> = 10.] 

§ 3. The supply Cln'Ve. 

The p+ 1 equations, III = F(s, ... y .... y.) 

p'lII ="',y + ... +"'.,..+ ... +"'.1. 
1 1 1 
-F. = ... =-F,. = ... =-.F,.. 
WI 1 1f. 6 "It". 

• See Appendix, p. 92. 

• 
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a.re sufficient to eliminate the II terms such 'as Y. and to give p' 
as a function of ID, aay p = </> (ID). 

This is the supply curve for X. 

If z = F= a1Y1 + ... + ".Y.+ .• , + ".Y., 
so that FYI = as' &c., the solution breaks down. In this case 

p'= 1J'l!/l+"'+1i's'1,ls+'''+'JI''":V,,, 
a1y, + .... +a.y.+ ... +a.y. 

so that p' may be anywhere between the greatest and the least of 
such terms as 71/a. If 71'/", is the least, p' is a minimum when 
only Y. is used. This is the extreme case of tdternativ~ factors. 

On the other hand, if Y1 and Y. are only uaable ;o;."ly iu the 
proportion",: "., we may write a1Y1 +a,y, = a'1', and replace 

1 1 a' 
-.Fy =-.Fy = ... by .F,,= ... , 
WI 1 1rs t 1T1 a1 +1J's"s 

etill having sufficient equations. M 
3 

§ 4. The integral snpply curve. 

Write ,. = p' ID, the cost of ID 
units of X. 2 

Then,. = ID</> (m) = X ("'), aay. ~ 
,. = X (ID) is the prodncer's offer 0 

cUrve, and may be called the integral 
8upply curve (Fig.7), to distinguish 
it from p = </> (ID) which is called 
simply the supply curve (Fig. 8). 

Quantity 

I 2 

[e. g. in the above example 

,. =p'lD = P'(2Y12+ ByiY.) 

FIOVBB 7. Integral Supply Curve. 

= 2Y1+1.Y. 
and i(4Y1+ByJ = 3Y1' 

EliminateYlandy, and we have 

,.=jh, 
the integral supply curve; and 

p=_4_. 
3./1D 

the supply curve.] FIovu S. Supply Curve. 
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§ 5. Elasticity of supply. 

It is evidently important to analyse the relationship between 
cbanges in the quantity prodnced and tbe expense of producing 
them. For this purpose we may use either I' or F. 

Write 
p' • flJ 

e= - op,-:-a;' 

where 1.flJ a small increment of flJ is connected with -OF a small 
decrement of p', or proceeding to the limit, write 

p' .p (flJ) 
e = - flJ1Jzp' = -flJ.p' (flJ) • 

e is the el.uticify of lupplj, corresponding with., the elasticity 
of demand. It is generally written with the negative sign, so 
that it is a positive quantity when .p' (flJ) is negative. 

Write. = WflJDzp., so that. measuree the ratio of the relative 
increase of cost to the relative inorease of output, while e measures 
the ratio of the relative decrease of price to the relative increase 

of output. " • ~ 1 according as tbe expense of producing [flJ] 
involves what may be called increasing, constant, or diminishing 
efficiency of money." * 

• has an interesting connenon with the marginal contributions 
(Fr,) of the factors to the production. 

Write ~.F¥. = ... =~.F¥,= ... = k.F •• = l. 

In the curve I' = X (flJ) 

Dzl'=LtOl'=Lt ",~.Vl+···+"SO.V5+··· =.!.. 
OflJ F ••• 0Yl+ •.• +i"r,' 0,Y,+... l 

.' .• = I' llflJ = ("..vI + '" + ".sY. + ... ) llflJ 

_,V, F. + +". F. + +,V. F. • - 3: y, ••• -; "I ••• .. ,~ 

Also, since I' = p' flJ, • = "p' • 

• This term. ia used by lIr. w. E. Johnson, E~ie JotIi17I4l, It18, 
pp. 507 &qq. 
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The relation between e and • is a simple one. 
. J),.,. = p' + flJJ),.p' • 

• '. "';'fIJ = p' -p'/~ . 

.. !. + ! = 1 and e =_E_. 
e. . .-1 

88 

§ 6. InOl'es.sing, constant, and diminishing (or decreasing) 
retnrn. 

We have three cases. 
IltCt'eruillg c.eurll. 

M~ ~4 . 

o X 
Integt'lllBupply curve. Supply curve. 

F'G""" 9. 

Here .> I, • is positive and </>'(fIJ) negative. 
The more there is produced, the smaller the supply price. 

flJD,."-,, < 0, and hence by differentiating flJJ),.",,<O, so that 
the integral snpply curve is concave tc the axis of fIJ. 

COMta .. e r.eur... 

Integral supply line. 

'~ 
J==x Supply line. 

FIG""" 10. 

Here. = I, • is infinite, </>' (;r.) is zero, and the supply curve 
becomes .. horizontelline. 

flJJ),.,.-,. = 0, D,.·,. = 0, D:r;p. is constant, and the integral 
supply curve becomes a straight line through the origin. _ 

".1 ., 
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Dimini.Mng return. 

Integral supply curve. Supply eurves. 
FIQUBB 11. 

Here _< 1, • is negative and 4>' (IIJ) is positive. 
The more tbere is produced, the greater the supply price. 
D,.',.. is positive and the integral supply curve is convex to 

the axis of IIJ. 

§ 7. Marginal supply prices. 

Tbe supply price, p', is simply tqe whole cost of the production 
of IIJ divided by IIJ. We may obtain another view 118 follows. 

Tbe cost of producing IIJ + 311J, with the organization of factors 
which minimizes cost at that rate of output, is greater than tbe 
cost of producing IIJ under the organization appropriate to IIJ by 
the quantity X (1IJ+3.,)-X (IIJ). 

Write 
, _ <10 ( ) - T t x (IIJH")-X(IIJ) _ '()-D 

Pm - IIJ - L allJ - X ., - z"" 
Then 

P' .. = Dz {1IJrI> (.,)} = 4> (IIJ) + "rI>' (IIJ) = P' + IIJDz[l 
lip' = 4> (.,) (1--)= - 4> (IIJ) = _. 
e _ _ 

p'", is a definite function of IIJ, which equals p' in constant retorn, 
> p' in diminishing return, and < p' in increllSing return. 

Also 

ao tbat p' is the average value of P' .. over the region 0 to IIJ. 
p' fA is caIIed the marginal supply price, and P' .. = <10 (.,) tbe 

curve of marginaI supply prices. * 
• See Pigoa, If .......... 'II 11''''''', pp. 98111Oq. 
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[P' wo is not the cost of ~e last uuit produced, but the additional 
cost of producing oue more unit after adapting the organization 
oC the Cactors of production.] 

p p 

s 

Ol'-__ .... M"'-_-X O,,-__ ~Mw-__ ---X 

Increasing return. Diminishing retum.. 

FIOl1BB 12. 

In the figures 1IlQ = p', MS = p' WO' where OM is the amount 
produced per unit period. 

The area OMQN = p' 31 = area OHSR, and therefore the area 
RNT = the area TQS. 

The followiug numerical examples may elucidate the relation
ship of the quantities: 

IncrtMitl{! return. 
!Ii: I' JI ,'. 

(UDiIa produced). (whole coot). (average oost). (marginal price). 
1 20.. 20& 
B 861. 17j •. 
8 468.. lk 
, 50& 12l--

z -Ii 158. 
z - 2l 10 •. 
;1: -81 61. 

Herep' = 4>(31) = 221-2i31, 4>'(31) = -21,p'", = 221-531. 
15 •• is the cost of producing two units less the cost of produc

ing one. With such small numbers the continuity is lost. 

.. 
1 
B 
8 , 

,. 
20 
46 
76 

110 

I" 
20 
221 
26 
721 

1". 
0: -Ii 26 
.. -21 80 
.. - 81 86 

Here p' = 4>(") = 171+2131, p'", = 171+ 531• 
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§ 8. Several manufacturers, one commodity. 

There is little difficnlty in obtaining the equation of the supply 
curve. when there are several manufacturers of a commodity, 
who owing to difference in situation or ability combine the factors 
of production in different ways, indicated hy the prefixes before 
Po (It may he left; to the reader to modify the argumeut to fit 
the case where the manufacturers use identical methods and 
similar organizatlons.) 

Let there be fl' manufacturers or producen of X. who working 
under different conditions comhine the factors in various ways. 

Let 1f1 .............. he the same for all producers. 
Let the t'h manufacturer use amounts 191 ... 19 •••• 19. of the 

factors and produce f" of X. and let /IJ he their aggregats pro
duction. 

Then 

II: = 111:+ ••. +tI'+ ••• +.,II:. 

tI' = 7fJ'1···Y •••• Y.), for t = 1. ...... 

1 1 1 -. t1'v. = ... = -. 7. = ... = -·t1'v •• 
11'1 '11"" 6 'JI". 

for e = 1 ... ,,'. 

1 equation. 

fl' equations. 

~ .. ' (p-l) equations. 

where 191 is to be written for YI in tF ••• &co, after differentiation. 
Let ,p' • tI' he the whole cost to the t'h producer, 80 that 

,p' .f"= "'1·191 + ... + ..... tJ'.+ ... +1< •• tJ' •• :. tio 
for t= 1 ...... : • equa ns. 

We have now .. '" + .. ' + 1 eqiIations, and .' p quantities such BB 

tJ'. and fI' such as tI'. . 
From the p + 1 equations with prefix 1 we can eliminats 

tJ'1'''tJ'. and obtain ,p' as a function of P. say. 

,p'=I'/>(tI'), 1=1 .... •• 

and combining these .' supply equations with the first equation 
above exp ..... /IJ as a function of IP' ... ,p' .... P'. 

We need .' further equations to determine these prices, which 
depend on the followiog considemtions. 

If the producers' supply equations show cmuflzlll or itceMui.g 
return, no equilihrium is in general reached theoretically till one 
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has driven all the others from the market or combined with 
them.* But increasing may give way to decreasing return 
when a producer takes on niGra than be can 'manage. and in that 
case (not here analysed) more suppliers than one remain. 

With decreanng return and competition. when there- are many 
producers and no individual contributes enough to the snpply 
to exert a perceptible influence on the price, each will extend 
his production till the cost of producing one more unit (after 
adjustment of factors is allowed for). equals the selling price 
given by the demand curve p =f(IJJ). That is. if his marginal 
supply price is- tP'm. till 

tP',. = t<i>(IJJ)+tlJJ<i>'(IJJ) = tP' +tlJJl)z(tP') = P =f(IJJ). 
We have then tbe n' equations needed. tlius 

f(a:) = IP' +1a:l)Z(IP') = ... = tP' +ta:l)z('p') = ... 
'" = fI'P' + .. a:l)",(nP')· 

In the whole problem we bave n'v + 2,.' + 1 equations, which 
are just sufficient to determine n'v terms such as t$ .. n' as fIJ. 
n' as tP'. and IJJ. in terms of the ,,'s and the constants of the 
functions. 

The e'" producer makes a profit (/(IJJ) - t<i> (IJJ» • fIJ. The 
relstionship of this to rent and surplus generally is discussed 
in Chapter VII below. 

The assumption that an individual cannot affect the selling 
price requires examination. If the price were momentarily at p, 
as given by the above equations. the first producer could obtain 
a greater profit by reducing his production to that given by 

l)",{f(a:)-I<i> (IJJ)} IIJJ, = 0, i. e. f(lJJ) + Ifl!.t:(IJJ) = Ip'm. 

if other producers were not affected. As a result it can be shown 
that the selling price would increase. and then the other pro
ducers would push up their prodnction till the marginal supply 
price of each equalled the new price. This would canse over
production at the new price, whicb would therefore f,,1I. The 
above equations therefore give stable equilibrium, if no producer 
is predominant.' 

• See, however, Pigou, EconomiCi 01 WeV"'" Pp. 489-41. 
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. If there is only one producer, or if they all combine, we have 
monopoly, which is discussed in Chapter VII, § 3 seq. below. 

The case of two producel'S, 'duopoly', may be illustrated by 
the following simple example: 

Let the demand line be p = c-k (Ill, + Ill,), and the suppliers' 
lines p, = ',Ill" p. = '.IIl •• 

The first supplier varies Ill, to maximize 

(c-k (Ill, + Ill,) -I,IIl,) Ill" 
so that he aims at Ill, given by 

c-2(k+l,)IIl,-kr.-k.D",,("',) = o. 
The second aims at Ill. given by 

c-2(.t+IJIIl.-kr,-k.D",,(IIl,) = O. 

To solve these we should need to know Ill, as a fnnction of Ill" 
and this depends on what each producer thinks the other is 
likely to do. There is then likely to be oscillation in the neigh
bourhood of the price given by the equation 

marginal price for each = selling price, 

unless they combine and arrange what each shall produce 80 as 
to maximize their combined profit. 

§ 9. Alternative demand· for factors; distribution of tbe 
factors of production among several commodities or 
among producers of di1l'erent commodities. 

The general problems of production of several commodities are 
discussed later, but without a complete analysis we can show 
how the proportions of the available factors are distributed when 
manufactl1l1lrs of diH'erent products compete for their use. 

Let Ill, ••• lIlr ••. ", .. be quantities of III commodities produced, each 
by one manufacturer only, and I'r be the cost of producing -r' 

Then I'r = w,.!I., + ••. +11' •. !lr. + ••• + .... • !lr.' 

where !Irs is the amount of Y. ueed in producing cr' 

Then .D ... (Pr) = ..... aud similarly 

T. = .D, .. (,.,) = '" = .D ... (Pr) = ... .D ••• (p.,J. 
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Henoe &IIY. the ..... factor is used till the marginal incremellt 
of the cOst of the product due to the use of that f'aetor is the 
same {or all the commodities. H oue person is produciug two 
commodities he will have distributed his use of each {actor till 
he gaioa nothing by diverting it from one noderlaking to 
another.* 



IV 

SUl'PLY OF AND DEMAND FOR THE F~CTORS 
OF PRODUCTION 

§ 1. Disutilit;V. Labour. 

So far it hIlS been allSnmed that to anyone. mannfacturer or 
prodncer, the prices of the factors ("" " •.•• ) have been invariable 
and known. 

We have now to determine equations relating to these factors, 
to obtain BIlpply cnrves of the form 'w'. = 4> (Y.) and demand 
curves as ". =f(y.), and to consider the equilibrinm of snpply 
and demand. We shall then, in a later chapter, 'bring together 
these new equations and those of demand for and snpply of 
commodities. 

The ultimate factors are labour, capital, and land as defined in 
economics. In prodnction there are also intermediate factors 
snch as raw materials and partly mannfactured goods, whose 
prices are determinable from the general equations of the next 
chapter and need not be considered here. 

La/Juur. Let W(!) measure the diBUtility oflaboor, Winvolving 
a conception of the same character as U (ntility), bot of the 
opposite sign, so that W (I) is negative. 

The primitive theory was that a man worked till the fatigue, 
disa"areeableness, or disotility of labour eqnalled at its margin 
the marginal ntility of its reward or payment. Thos if he was 
prodncing Y which he intended to consume himself and y the 
amonnt produced was a function of I, the quantity of labour 
needed, be woold maximize U(y) + W(!), and stop when 

au(y) = -aWe!), 
U • • .D, (.,) = - W" 
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; 

when Uy is the marginal utility of y and WI is the marginal 
disutility of labour. 

Here DI (y) is the rate of production at the margin where he 
stope. ' 

If A, instead of working for himself, is selling r to B, who 
peys him in X,giving aJ units for y units, he stops wben 

a, U(m) = -alJT(l),' 

a,u baJ b.v bW 
~'ay'u= -at" 

The ratio of'y: til equals the price, p, of X in term, of r, 
= ay : a" since it is the same for all units. Proceeding to the 

limit we have A;s 'offer !.., Uz • DI (y) = - "1' 
'. P 

while B's offer is m •• Uz = y • • Uy • 

. If the production of ; per unit time of labour is constant, or 
if instead of measuring labour by the hour we measure it by its 
output, Y = ct, where c is a constsnt, and DI (y) = c. By choice 
of units we may take c = 1. and A's offer becomes 

aJ., Uz = -1. WI' 

That is we simply write 1 for y, WI for; v,;; and, Uz for, r z in 
the equations of p. 8. 

The above statement only hold. good in modern industry in 
the relatively rare cases of production for one's self or directly 
for a consumer, or at will for an ,employer or a client. 

It may be amended as follows: 

Either, given the length of the working week, a quantity of 
labour or of Y is offered at any wage it will fetch. " 

Then y is known, and B's offer gives aJ in terms of ,. 
111/, = liP = p.!p, ~ the wage per unit y, P,V is the cost of 
labour and equals p,tII, the aggregate wage, Wages are in this 
case determined by the demand for the total of labour available. 

Or, combined labour may fix the length of the working week 
by regard to average disutility of labour, the trade unions 

, ... 1 G 
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deciding at what point (baving regard to the demand for labour) 
an hour's wage just compensates fatigue and 1098 of leiBure fo .. 
the ordinary man. In this case the original offer equatious of A 
and of B apply, hut A is a multiple :person. This seems to be the 
best hypotheeis for the sequel, the labour being divided into 
a number of groups (by locality and skill) with impassable 
barriers. 

Also it is assu!ned that in equilibrium all available labour is 
employed, except when we consider labour as mono~lized. 

§ 2. CapitaL 

We do not need to know the nominal value of capital, but 
only the produet which its use in conjunction with other factors 
gives in a year or other unit of time.-

Let r.'. be the offer price for the use of capital giving a unit 
. product, just as we took a price indifferently for labour or its 
produet. 

The nominal value of capital may be found either by its cost 
of replacement or by discounting its yield, problems which do 
not arise in the geneml equations of equilibrium. 

Eitlter, the amount of capital may be taken as fixed-A may 
have capital which is of no use to him, as a man may have labour 
ahility which he cannot use to ... tisfy his own wants-in which 
case the demand curve will be sufficient to determine 11' c' 

Or, there may he an offer curve for capital, in which case 
capital is !limply the Y that A offers in the fundamental equa.
tions. A may either have physical capital (water power or a 
building) which he can use for his own direet purposes, or liquid 
capital which he can spend or invest, or tmnafemble capital 
which he can lend to members of a society outside the group 
considered. This may he taken as the usnal case, and in the 
sequel there are included disntility equations for capital. 

Latul. The claasicaI theory of rent (apart from geneml theories 
of surplUs value) depends on the considemtion of the use of separate 
acres of land.· For the present purpose we may regard it as one 

• See P. 70. 
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form of capital. If it is given in extent there is no disutility 
,.equation and there is one less unknown (1). Bnt we obtain 
greater generality if we suppose thet A owns land which he can 
either nee for his own pleasUTe, or for production for himeelf, or 
lend to another for productive purpo!"'s. 

§ 3. Equations otsupply. 

Thus for the .mee factors of production eitkr the amount is 
known, or we heve equations of the form 

~.tW.= -'!'.tUr= -jK, 
'JI's Pr 

where for the t'b person tW, is the marginol disntility of fnrnish. 
ing the factor Y., tUr is the marginal ntility of any commodity 
he receives in exchange, and in particular jK is the marginal 
utility of mouey to him. 

This gives the auppl§ !'qut.tion of a factor of prodnction by 
a person (or multiple person) 80S 

'If'. = -.!. .tW• = 'I> (y.). 
t K 

§ 4. Equations of demand. 

At preeent suppoee the demand to be dne to the use of a 
factor for the production of one commodity, X, regarded as typical 
of all. I A more general method can easily be obtained by the 
reader after the next chapter. 

Webave 

,. =p'lI1 = if(lI1) = 'lfl11 + ... +'If,1.+ ... +'lfy 1., 

where p = f (111) is the demand curve for 111, and we take the caee 
of no profit when p' = p, while ... 'If .... is the price at which 
the factor ... Y .... is bought. 

Also we heve the equations for the minimum cost of production 
(p.29) 1 1 1 

-.Fv, = ... =;;:-.• Fv,= ... =;:-.Fv•• 
'lT1 "s .. " 
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Omit", and eliminate all the y's except y., An equation is 
obtained involving y •• ... 1 ............... and p. Consider the variation 
of .... and y. only and write the dema.uJ equatiOl' as .... =f~.) 
where the function involves the snpposed unvarying prices ofthe 
other commodities and of the commodity produced. 

In competition ... '. = ..... and thereforef~.) = 4> ~.) gives the 
position of equilibrinm. • 

Combined labour or suppliers of any factor can muimize 
Y. ( ... '.-.... ). iu which case 

f(Y')+y.f'{Y.) ~ 4>(y.)+y.4>'(y.) 
determines the value of y., 

§ 5. The share of the factors. 

We have .... = IJ.,(p.). 
Write '1. = -"'./y.f' (Ys)' the elasticity of the demand for Y •• 
If now y._ is increased by ay •• the amou"t received by the 

suppliers of Y. !" increased by 

IJII,("'sY.). ay. = (y • .DII,( .... )+ .... )a"l 
= (y •. /'(:;.)+ ... .). ay. = 1F.(I-I/1l.)aJ'.' 

This is positive, zero, or negative according as 'I. >. =, or < I. 
If disntility is disregarded so that 'It'. = O. then in the ease 

where '1s< I. the amount received is greater if the supply is 
curtailed and reaches a maximum at 

'1_ = 1. IJII.( .... yJ = O. 
In this esse, and in that of combination in § 4 where 

])",( .... y.) = IJI/,(n'.J',), 
a trade onion conld increase the aggregate income and aggregate 
advantage of its members by raising their rate of wages and 
causing some to be out of work or to work short time. Every 
one, inclnding those at play. conld get more. 

The proporlw. (p) of p. received increases by 

IJ,,(P). aJ'. = IJ,,(1fsJ'.M . ay. = r-/I
: lfil.) - w;.;S). aJ' •• 

since ". = IJ"p.. =;-(1-1/'1.-p). ~J' •• 
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This is positive only if "s>1/(l~p}. and then is the greater 
the smaller is p. * 

The fall in price paid per n~it y. is 

-0'11". = -f'C!/s}' o.rs = :!!.Lo.r •• 
Y"" • 

• l'jgo~; -E""""",,,, qf W.v ...... p. 710. 



NOTATION. 

11 persons ..1., B, C ••• , indicated by prefixes 1 .• • t ... 11. 

m commodities X, .•. Xr .•• X",. 
" factors of production Y,. ••• 1' •... 1' •• 
"', ""'r"''''''' total quautities of X, .•• consumed or saved, which 

equal total quantities produced. 
flJr quantity of Xr consumed or saved by t'h person. 
fIJ'. quantity of Xr produced by t lb person. 
fI, ... fI .... fI. total quantities of 1', ... used, which equal total 

quantities supplied. 
fir. whole quantity of 1'. used in the manufacture of I r • 
,sr. quantity by 1'. used by tlb person in the manufacture of I •. 
t.fI'. quantit.y of 1'. supplied by t'h person. 
F. production function of X. involving fI, ... fI .... fI •• 
tP'. average cost of production of fC' .. i.e. cost per unit of 

production of I. by t'h person. 
P'. supply price of Xr• P'. = 4>,("',). Supply function. 
P. demand price of X,. P. = J',.("',}. Demand function. 
,"'. supply priee of 1'.. w'. = 4>.(fI'). 
'". demand price of 1'.. "'. =/.(fI.). 
tK marginal utility of money to t'h person. 
1 U. marginal utility of X. to t'h person. 
ITY. marginal disuti1ity of supply of 1'. by t'h person. 
/10, = X,("',}. cost of producing "'r' 

€=/Io/",D"p.. 
tP- expenditure of tlb person in unit time. 
'I = -f("'}/1IfI' ("') = elasticity of demand for a commodity. 
e = -4> ("'}/"'4>'("') = elasticity of supply. 
'I. = -i.(fI.)/fI •• 4>.(fI.) = elasticity of demand for 1' •• 
1/1 ("') =/("'}-4>(z) = p-p'. 
"'I = tP' • t/J = cost of producing t/J by t lb person.· 
IP' _ = marginal supply price of t'h person in producing X, or 

average cost of production of I", by I'" person. according to the 
context. 

• Written,. on pp. 8.&-6. 



v 
GENERAL EQUATIONS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

IN A STATIONARY POPULATION 

§ 1. Interdependence of equations. 

In the preceding chapters we have studied partienlar aspeet. 
of supply and demand under various hypotheees which limited 
the generality of the, result.; in order to rednce the unknowns 
to the number of conditions stated and to make the problems 
determinate if; was necesesry to assume that other quantities 
were for the time being invariable. 

In fact the actual det.rmination for any price or quantity 
involved dependa on every other; we can only obtain a complete 
solution if we restrict our universe to two persons and two com
modities. as in Chapter I, or extend it and inclnde all conditions 
in any interdependent series of equations. as is done in the 
following paragraphs. 

The notation of the previous chapters is followed, and their 
principal eqnations are introdnced withont further proof. 

Let a commnnity contain .. persons who have no external 
commercial dealings (a restriction which can be modified withont 
di1licnlty), who prodnce or manufaetnre and consume m commo
dities (such as X.). whose supply dependa on " factors of prodne
tion (sneh as T.). the whole oc:cmring in some fixed period, sneh 
as a year. 

Let the ,... person prodnce' ,.,. r of the rib commodity. and 
supply ,y. of the ,til factor, and let him consnme or save fl. of 
the ..... commodity. 

The equations allow Cor every person prodncing and using 
some of every eommodity and factor, bnt it will easily be seen 
that when any of the quantities is. zero a differential or other 
equation drops out. 
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§ 2, Supply equations. 

Let fIJ. be the total amount of X. produced, which is also the 
amount co~umed or saved. 

Let """''''8''' be the prices of factors per unit, taken as the 
same to all producers. If there is monopoly of any factor so 
that its supply price ",' does not equal the price '" paid for it, 
we shonld have sufficient additional equations of the form 
3 (""-,,,',)y, = 0 to allow the solution to be extended over the 
additional unknown. 

Write y. for the total amount of Y. used by all persons for all 
purposes, y .. the total used in the manufacture of X. and t!I •• 
the. amouut used by the t'h person in the manufacture of X •• 
'yo is also the total amount of Y. supplied. 

Let tP'. be the average cost per unit of Xr to the tth person in 
the mauufacture of X •• 

We have the following equations; 

Amounts produced 

fIJ.= ~efIJ'. for r= 1, 2 ••• m 
,=, 

Production functions 

, m equations. 

. r F. ( ) r. t = 1, 2 ••• n 
fI6 .=, • t!I"···/yr.· .. 'y'" or r = 1, 2"'JI' : mn equations. 

Supply of facto,:" -
t"".· 

y~ == ~t!I'. for 8 = 1, 2 ••. ~ 
,1""1. 

Whole use of factors 

y. = ~y". for 8 = 1, 2 .•• ~ 
• _1 

Use for separate commodities 
,." . 
.....: ~ r=I,2 ••• m 

y .. =~t!lr. lor -1 2 
'.1 .- , .. aP 

71 equations. 

~ equations • 

.~ equations. 
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Cost of productiou 

, , 1=.,. e = I, 2 ... " ~ 
IP r '1" r = ~ '11" •• tYr. for r= 1,2 ...... : "' .. equations . 

• =1 : 

Law of substitution 
1 1 
-IJy CtFr) = ... = -IJy (IFr) = ... 
1fI 1 7rs J: mn(v-l) equations. 

= '!:..IJ (~r) for t = 1, 2 ... .. 
11'1/' fill' r= 1, 2 ... m 

Disutility of supply of factors 
1 . 1 1 

'11Y, = ... = -.,1Y. = "'=-'I1Y. 
'71"1 1fs "IiII' nvequations, 

= -,' for t = 1, 2 ..... 

. where " is the margiual utility of money to the tth person, not 
necessarily conet&nt. 

We have ""'" + "' .. + "'v +"v + '" + 2 v equations for determining 
", .. v· quantities such as t!lrs 
fit,,· rc'r 
fit" tp'r 
",v· . . Yr • 
.. v· t'/s 
'" IlJr 
p* Ys 
v~ ~ 

" I" 

Eliminate those marked • and so obtain", supply eq~ati.ons t 
involving quantities such ~ 1lJ" ,p'r' aud I"' 

If there is only one producer of each commodity and the costs . 
per unit arep', •.. p'r ... p'm. or if there are several producers each 
with these costs, theu we have p'r instead of ,P'.. ,p'r'" for 
each value of r, aud '" equations iuvolving ~ua.ntities such as 
f1Jrl p'r, and tIC. . 

[If during the exchange of Xr the variations in the quantities 
and prices of all other commodities and of the marginal ut.jJities 

t See Appendix, p. 94. 
'Ttl H 
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of money are negligible, these give simple supply equations 
P'. = </>,(111,) as before, </>, involving the nnvarying quantities 
ti1t .•. wr- v "'f'+ro.:t'm' and tlC ••• nlCo] , 

If there are many producers of X. under decreasing return, t 
none on a scale to affect P'. the joint offer price, the tth person 
adjusts tlll'r so as to maximize (p'. - tP'.) • till' .. and we have 

, , D ( ') + ~ t = I. .. n . 
p. = tP .+tIII.· %, tP r + lor r = I.,.m : mn equations. 

If a person's limit is reached before the maximum, his till. is 
that of his greatest capacity. 

These combined with the previous equations suffice to eliminate 
~he mil terms tP'" and we have in all cases m equations involving 
such quantities as III .. P' .. t" (Result A.) 

If a number of producers combine, they are to be treated as 
one producer whenever their combination affects the market, 

§ 3. Demand equations. 

Amounts consnmed 
t=,. 

111,= ~tlll. for r= I, 2 ... m m equatioJUl, 
1=1 

where 11'., the total consumption, is the same as the total supply. 

Utility equations 

1 1 
h' tU, = ... = p;.' tU• = ... = Pm' tUm = t' mn equations. 

for t = I, 2 ... 71 

Eliminate the mn quantities till. and 80 obtain';' demand equa
tions connecting quantities such as P .. III" and t" (Result B.) 

[If during the exchange of the ,th commodity variations in 
the prices and quantities of all other commodities and in the 
marginal utilities of money are negligible, this gives simple 
demand equations P. ;= f. (11'.) as before, where f involves the 
unvarying quautities 11', ... 111._1> 1II.+1 ... lIIm. , ....... ] 

t There can be only one produ.cer jn the long run UDder CODstant or 
increasing return, see pp. ~1 above. 

l The left-hand side olthe equation _ tIl. the marginal supply price,p.u. 
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§ 4. Combination of supply and demand equations. 
We have from Results A and B 2". equations involving such 

quantities as "'., p.,p'" I"' or if t" is eliminated 2111-" equations 
fol' 3 III unknowns. 

To complete the solution we have still to introduce two sets of 
relations, similar to those in Chapters II and III, pp. 21 and 37. 
The first takes into account the whole income ·of each person 
from the supply of factors or the net value of prodnction, which 
must equal his expenditme .together with saving. The second set 
connects PI. with p'" P. with P' •• &c. Thus for each person 

Income = expenditure + saving. 

Income from supply ·of factors is the .um of such terms ¥ 
"'s' tlls. and that from production or manufacture of commodities 
the sum of such expressions as tfJJ'., (P.-t.P'.). the excess of 
selling over cost value. 

Hence for the t'" person 

~ "'s' tIl. + 3 (p.-tl/.) . I"'" = ~P •. I". : n equattons. 

for t= 1,2 ..... ' 

But the total of the left-hand expressions equals (from the 
cost of production equations) the total of the right-band expres
sions, wben all incomes al'e added together. and therefore 'the 
group gives only .. -1 new equations. 

Now combining all the equation", and eliminating 11 such 
terms at t", we have 2111-1 equations connecting the 3 III quanti
ties such as fJJ.,P.,P' .. all other quantities heing eliminat,ed. 

To connect Pr with P'. we must distinguish betwe~n com
petition and monopoly. 

When the exchanges take place under com petition i 
Pr=p'rJ .: 

or when there is producers' monopoly * '. ! m equations. 

a (F.-P'.)"'. = 0 for r = I, 2 ... m, j: 

where P. and P'. involve "'r' 

• For oonaumen' combination, see p. 64. below. 
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Eliminate P'. and we have 2 m - 1 equations, sufficient to 
determine ", ... ., .. and the price-ratios p, : p.: ... : Pm' 

If the mth commodity is money, Pm = 1 and all prices are 
determinate. If money is solely precious metal prQduced and cil'
cnlat.ed commercially, flJ'm (the amount ofit produced) is obtained 
from the equations. If the supply of money is gerrymandered, 
so that the tth person obtains 1IIt units of currency for nothing, 
1IIt would be added to his income; but analysis is not capable of 
dealing with nndefined political interference with currenoy. If, 
however, the aggregate income as in a socialist state were given 
and the method of its distribution, the equations might become 
determinate. 

The above analysis has proceeded by succes.ive eliminstion, 
but it is evident that there are sufficient equations to determine 
every", y, p, 'If, &c., involved •• Further, a change in anyone of 
the multitudinons equations affects the solution for every quan
tity and price;' the whole is interdependeut, and it is only by 
arbitrarily assumiug constancy where none exists that isolated 
examination is possible. We can, however, with due caution 
assume that when one quantity varies some consequent varia
tions have negligible effects; and we can also after eliminating 
a group of quantities study interactions in the remaining gronp. 

In the groups of equations those which express mere identities 
should be distinguished from those which depend on volition, 
and the hypotheses relating to the latter should be specially 
studied. They may perhaps be classified as industrial, commercial, 
or hedonistic. 

lndrulrial: the law of snbstitution involving 

~.D.(tFr)' "', 
Commercial: the maximizing of 

(p'r-tP.). fiI., (P.-P.)z., ('IT,-w',)y,. 
where some absence of competition allows it. 

Hedonutic: !....tW.=-t.=.!....jUr. 
W. Pr 
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It is only this last group that is seriously open to criticism. 
It depends ultimately on the idea discussed in the opening 
pages (1-3), and it should be noticed that it does not involve 
the third postulate. ' 

There remains the general assumption that persons in economic 
matters act under economic motives with adequate knowledge. 
There are many transfera of wealth on other grounds, and the 
equations are not always pressed to the maximum. Also 
ignol'8Jlce and miscalculation are common, and the mere clinging 
to custom may prevent advantageous changes. 

§ 5. Stability of, equilibrium. 

The whole solution is statical. If exchanges were estahlished 
at the rates given by the equations, no forces would disturb them 
till some of the constante involved (such as the number of 
persons) changed. The questious at once arise wbether there 
is more than one set of solutions and whether the equilibdum 
is stahle. 

There is nothing in the nature of the esse to prevent multiple 
solutions, but in practice if we had any numerical values there 
is not likely to be difficulty in knowing which set is appropriate. 
Whether the position is stable can be judged from the inter
section of the pairs of demand and supply curves for each factor 
and ccmmodity as discussed in the following chapter. There is 
stability if the supply curve crosses the demand curve from 
below on the left to above on the right. If an unstable position 
were momentarily obtained, there would be adjustment till the 
next position of steble equilibrium was reacbed. 

Though the solution is stetical it is generally possible (as in 
most statical problems) to determine in what direction the 
system will move if there is a given change in any of the 
constauts, as for example more land, capital, materials, or labourers 
brought into the system. But an actual solution, when defined 
changes teke place continually over a period, would involve 
compliested analysis, and little progress has as yet been made 
in such an investigation. ' 

It should be added that in the preceding analysis the X's and 
1"s have been kept distinct artificially. In fact, the ,'.sults of 
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one production may enter 8S materials in another, so that an 
X. may be a Ys • There is no serious analytical difficulty in 
allowing for this and obtaining the requisite number of equa
tions, but the treatment would become more complicated and 
would not lead to compensating enlightenment. The marginal 
utility of equations has probably been renched. 

In the following chapter certain problems arising out of these 
equations are discussed. 
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APPLICATIONS OF THE GENERAL EQUATIONS 

§ 1. The inclination of the demand curve. 

As a preliminary we will discuss the direction of a demand 
curve. 

Our equations for one consumer are 

,.. = p,fIJ, + ... +P."'.+ ••. +p",fIJ",. 

~. U,= ... =~. U.= ... =~. U",= K. 
p, P. Pm 

where "',. •• "'''' are hought in a unit of time during which his 
whole expenditure is ,... and his marginal utility of money is K. 

If the uses of X,. X •••. are i..aep8nae1lt. U, does not involve 
any fIJ except fIJ,. and therefore U; .. = Dz.(U,) is ,zero. and 
similarly U •••. = 0 for aU pairs f'. r'. 

In this case p, = ~. U, is the demand curve. and if K is not 
K 

sensiblyafl'ected by the amount of dealings in X,. D:r: 1'1 = !. Un. 
• K 

which is negative if utility grows by diminishing increments 
when "', increases by equal increments. an assumption discussed 
on p. 13 above. 

If the uses are not independent. we have (K still constant) 

K D",p, = Un + U,. • D:r:, (fIJ.l + .... (see Formula 7. p. 88) 
and the sign is indeterminats till we have further information. 
There may be cases where U •• and D,." (fIJ.l have the same sign 
and their product is greater than - Un' 

Consider two commodities only. and let ,.. and P. he kept 
constant while Pu fIJ,. and fIJ. change. In such a case K is not 
constant. 

• U1 stands tor DZl (U), ~ ... conet., and Ull for D
XJ 

(UJ, 4\, :&:a ••• conal. 
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The equations are p, "', + P."'. = Il, 

P •• U,-p, • U. = 0, 
which will give the demand curve fOF "'" if "'. is eliminated. 

To examiue these, take the utility surface in the form 

U= -a"',"-2ft"',,,,.-6:r."+20"',+2f"'., 
so that U,= -2 (u, + h",.-O), 

u. = - 2 (""', + b",.-/), 
Un = -2a, U12 = -2ft, U •• = -26. 

a and b are then positive. 

Then P. (a"" +h",.-O)-p, (h"', +t:r.-f) = 0, 

and, "'. being eliminated, the demand eq lIation for "" is 
bp,'. "'1- 2ltp •. p,,,,,-(p.b-p.!)p, +ap!."" +p.hP.-p!o = 0, 

",here p, and "', are the only variables. 
Then 

IYz,p,. (2lp,"',-2hp."', +p.f-p.t) = -bp,·+ 2hp.p,-ap!, 
which can be expressed as 

IYzp,· (bp,"',-hP."', +tp.UJ = -bPt·+2!,p.p,-ap", 
where a, b, Bnd U. are positive. 

If h is zero or negative, i. e. U12 zero or positive, Bnd the' nses 
of X, and X. independent or complementary, then IYzp, is 
negative. 

§ 2. The case ot alternative demand. 

If It is positive, i. e. the uses of X, and X. alternative, then 
IYzPI may be positive or negative. 

A case is fonnd in which IY~p, is positive, when the ntility 
surface is z = -""1""+ 40:r, + 100",., 
and the income equation is 

p,"", +P .... = 840, 
and P. is fu:ed at 40. 

Then U; = 40-", .. U. = 100-"", and the demand con'e is 
found to be p, "'1- 50 PI + 380 = O • 

..• IYz,(pJ = ~J 
60-"" 

which is positive when "', < 50 .. 
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If at one time p, = 10, then "', = 12, "'. = 18 .• Now let p, 
rise to 12; then "',.= 18!, "0 = 15! satisry the eqnations. 
That is, a rise in the price of X, causes a greater consumption 
of X, and a smaller consUmption of X. in these particular 
conditions. 

Similarly, if the price of X, were fixed, we should have 

J)", (P.) = 20"0 , - ... 
and, if Po rose, "'. would increase if it started at less than 20. 

Mr. W. E. Johnson deals wit.h this problem more exactly in 
the Economic Joltrnal, 1913, pp. 500 seq.-pages which suggested 
the paragraph above. 

As the double result is surprising ,it is 
worth while to show that it can be 
illustrated. 

A purch .... r wishes to spend £840 on 
land for a house and garden; he wanta 
at least 15 yards frontage, and apart from 
that he aims at maximizing the al'ea. A 
rectangular plot has frontage 40 yards 
(4B). and depth 100 yard. (AJ). A pur
chaser buying frontage 4K ("'..l obtl1ins ' 
the land 4Kl'.D, and mny buy an addition 
in the strip TCBK at £p, a yard measured 
from C; he cun only bny up to say balf 
this strip. Let pim buy CL (",,). The 
portion not bought i. shaded. 

The area bought i. 

40 x 100-(40-",,)(100-,,,,), 

A " 
FIG11RB 18. 

and the amount spent i. 1',"', +P."'. = 840. Hence we have 
the eqnation. just given. 

At P. = 40, p, = 10, the corner point AI is at "', = 12, 
III, = 18. 

At p, = 40, p, = 12, JJJ, i. at .. , = 18~, "'. = 15l; thus "', 
is increased; but atp, = 42,1', = 10, JJJ, i. at "', = 8, "'. = 18'1, 
and 01', is increased. 

I". I 
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§ 3. Demand for and supply of one commodity: competition 
and monopoly. 

We now return to the subject of Chapter II, nO longer con
sidering exchange between possessors of goods as there, but 
separating producers from consumers. 

If tJl. is the tth consumer's expenditure in the unit of time, and 
the other letters have the same meaning as in Chapter V, 

tJl. = ~Pr' fIl" fo.r t = 1, 2 ..... 
r=1 

.= .. 
f1J. = ~fIl .. for r = 1,2 ...... 

• =1 

: .. equations. 

; ! ... equations. 

1 1 1; 
p;' tu,., = ... = p,,' tUr = ... = p;;"Um, 1 .. (m-l) equations. 

for t= 1,2 ..... i 
Eliminate the mn quantities fIlr and we have ... equations 

connecting such quantities as P. with snch qWLntitiea as tIJ. and 
tJl.. Snppose the ,.'s given. Solve these equations separately 
for the p's and we have demand equations 

Pr =fr(tlJl' .. tIJ,,,.tlJm)· 
Similarly from pp. 49, 50, if we take the marginal utilities of 

mllney to the producers as constant, we have supply equations 

P: = <l>r(tlJl ···fIJr···lllm)· 
Though all the tIJ'S are involved in each equation, we may 

study their variation independently. Supposing then all the 
quantities except those of Xl to remain unchanged, we have for X, 

p =f(tIJ),]I = </>(tIJ). 
Ignore such exceptional cases as those treated in the last 

para"omph and take f' (tIJ) to be negative. 
</>' ("') is positive, zero, or negative according as the return is 

decreasing, constant, or increasing in the sense of Chapter III. 
Pure competition. Here we suppoee that no producer can 

nll'eet the price, and that the entrepreneur's earning. are included 
nnder one of the factors of production. 

In this case p = p', fetIJ) = 4> ("') gives the solution. The 
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position is stable when at it the supply carve Cl'OBBeB from below 
the demand carve on the left as in the figures. 

MtBL

P 

itt~ ~P R-
L E: G L . f' LEG Q • 

H N H N f' 
OK X 0 K X 0 K HNX 

Decretl:nn9 rCum Con.t.mt return Incretu"'9 return 
li'Ia11BB a. 

For if the price NQ at the qoantity ON gives the intersection 
of the carves, then if less then ON is produced the demand price 
is higher than the sopply price and production is increased, while 
if more than ON is produced the exceBB cannot be sold at 80 

much as it cost and productiou is diminished. 
MOtWpoZy, Suppose that there is only one producer * and that 

the COnBDmerB have no alternative for the commodity and are 
not ·combined. 

If the monopolist aims solely at maximizing his profit, he will 
fix tIJ so as to make (p-p') tIJ a maximnm, where p' is his average 
cost price when he is producing tIJ in the unit of time. 

Then if a production 11'1 gives the maximum, 11'1 satisfies 

.D .. {(f(II')-4> (tIJ»tIJ) = O. 

Write >It (a:) for f(tIJ)-4> (tIJ). Then 

In the figures 
>It(tlJJ+II'I>1t' (IIlJ = O. 

OK = "'t, KR =f(IIlJ, KE = 4> (tlJl ), ER = >It (11',). 
11', .4>'(11',) = T.L, positive in (i), zero in (ti), negative in (iii); 

1I',.f (Ill,) = -llT" where T,R, T.E are tangents to the cmves, 
and OK is the quantity at the maximum profit, 

ER = ';(tIJ,) = -a:)" ';'(11',)= T.L+MT" 
and therefore ER = iT) T., in all cases • 

• The profits of individual producers in competition, and of two produceD 
in duopoly, are di.8C1llBed in Chapter III abo?8. The former oase is also 
iDcluded in the geDeral equa.tiODL Bere one important ease ill cliacuased 
in more detail. 
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In competition the quantity would be ON, and the price would 
be NQ if the curves meet at Q, if monopolizi'lfl did not alter tlee 
81tppl!/ cu",e. 

Let the tangents meet at G and draw GHperpendicular to OX; 
then OK = i OH. • 

Consider the relative positions of Hand N. If in the regions 
RQ, EQ the curves are approximately straight, G and Q and 
therefore Hand N nearly coincide, and supply under pure mono
poly is approximately half tbat under pu.re competition. The 
increase in price is of course in all casesf(tJJ,)-f(ON); this 

equals N Q where,! is the elasticity of demand at Q. if the tangent 
2'1 ' 

at Q is a sufficient approximation to the curve QR. The rise is 
the greater the less the elasticity. 

In fact, however, the increase in price made by the monopolist 
is influenced by certain considerations. ' 

The process of monopolizing may introduce considerable redac
tioas in cost of production, but the supply curve would have to 
be lowered very greatly (in the case of constant return approxi
mately by LT.) to bring R back to Q. 

If the price is high there is an inducement to nse substitutes. 
and the public may tend to give np the use of the commodity. 

If profits are great, there is an inducement for rivals to try 
to break the monopoly. 

If in deference' to public opinion the monopolist lowers the 
price he ~y make a small sacrifice in his profits and increase 
the ontpnt perceptibly (see po 25). If 'I is elasticity of demand, 
the quantity will be increased from "', to, tJJ, (1 + A), if 

',the price is lowered from p to p (1-~)' wbile the profits fall 
'I 

only from P to P (I-A"), approximately. 
If the monopolist rna kes no economiea and exercisea his power 

to tbe full, it will be seen from the figures that in ordinary cases 
of constant and of increasing return OK is less than i ON, while 
in decreasing retarn it may be greater or less. 

§ 4.. Various questions of monopoly and oombination. 

I. There is nothing to prevent monopoly in the prod/lCtw. of ali 
.OftfftUJditiu, if tbe factors of prodnction are not also monopolized. 
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If in the general equations X", is money and therefore Pm = 1 
and there is only one producer of each commodity, we have (as 
on pp. 49, 50) sufficient equations to obtain 

Pr = fr (11:, ••• fIJ,. ,.lI:m), 1l r = q,r (11:, ... 111, ... llIm) 

for each commodity, and the monopolists'. equations 

a (p,~p' r) 3,r 
are not inconsistent with each other. 

II. If production is not, but the factor, qf production are, 
monopolized, so that the first person controls 1'" the second 1'., 
and so on: 

In the case of the firSt factor .r" "y' , ... ,.y', are zero, the 

equations .!... t1l'. =, .!... t1l'. =, &c. drop out, and the 
'Jl"t '71'3 

supplier aims at maximizing ('IT, - 'IT' ,) y" so that 

a n'lT,-.'lT'JY,} = o. 
For example, take the case of one commodity X" two factors 

1'" Y. (say labour and capital), aud one multiple purchaser with 
prefix 3. 

The demand curve for X, is .!... aU, = SK, say p, =f(IlI,). 
P, 

The producer'. equation is Ill, = F(}hY.), where 
1 1 
-Fy =-.Fy , 
"Jr.l 1 'ITt :a 

and, if tit. producer malt., no profit, 

SERVANTS OF INDIA SOCIETY'S 
BRANCH LlBPARY 

P,IlI, = 'IT,1, +'IT.Y •• BOMBAY 

Eliminsting P, and Ill" we can obtain separately "I and ". as 
functions of y, and y ~. 

Let the supply equations of the factors be 

,,'t = 4>,C9J and ,,'.= 4>.(9.). 
Then if y, and Y. are independent of each other, the monopo. 

list equations 

Dy, {(",-,,' Jy,} = 0 and Dy, {("'-"o')I.} = 0 
are capable of solution and give detel'minate resulte.·· 
. Similarly all the factors can be monopolized with determinate 
resulte. 
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III. Bilateral monopoly. If, however, the producer j, auo 
monDpolue and makes a profit, the case is different. 

For simplicity take only one factor. 
Our equations are 

p, =/(fIJ,), fIJ, = F(y,), p',fIJ, = "',y,. ",', = q,(y,). 
Take F(y,) = y, for further simplicity. Then 

p', = 11"" p, =/(fIJ,), ",', = q, (fIJ,) 
are the only equations. 

Manufacturer tries to maximize {/(flJl )-"',} fIJI' 

Labourer {",,-q,(fIJ,») fIJI' 

The manufacturer fixes in a particular "', and produces fIJ', to 
make his maximum. At the same 11", the labourer furnishes fIJ",. 
There may be a value of 11", for which fIJ', = fIJ"" but without 
collusion it will not be obtained. 

This result, that with one factor and one user of that factor 
the eqnations becom~ indeterminate, is obtainable with less 
simple hypotheses; but the method used can be extended to show 
that nni versaJ. monopoly of all factors and all production leads to 
indeterminate results. 

IV. Con.umer·. combinatiOil. The next question to examine is 
whether purchasers of goods can obtain any ad vantage by acting 
together instead of competing, and what special power is in the 
hands of a person who is the sole purchaser of some special 
commodity. 

Let 1/ = 4> (fIJ) be the supply price of X. 
If a purchaser cannot influence p' his gain in utility by pnr

chasing IIJ units is a maximum at that position on his own offer 
cnrve where Uz = <p'. (point Q, Figure 5, p. 23.) 

If, however, he can inflnence price he can aim at that point 
on the seller'. offer curve, where it reaches highest np the 
purchaser's utility surface. (point Q •• Figure 1, p. 6.) It can 
readily be shown that, at this position u,. = <])z {"'q,(")}'* 
from the consideration that one tangent at Q. touches both 
curves, and therefore u,. = <4>(")+ <flJq,'(fIJ).t 

[Otherwise, hi. gain in utility is U(")-."'4> (z), that is the 
advantage of receiving IIJ less the utility of the money he pays. 

• Offer curve" - :%"(2:), gradient of utilit,. 81lJ'faoe U , .. 
t See E_iu qf W", ..... p. 283. .. 
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If « is taken as constant, this is a maximum when U"z = «p'; if' 
p' is constant, and when Uz = «p' + «IIJDzp' when p' varies.] 

Write p =! Uz =f(IIJ), for the equation of the purchaser's 
« 

demand. 
In the case of decreasing return q,' (IIJ) is positive, of increasing 

return it is negative. 
"If Q is the intersection of the demand and supply curves, the 

quantity ON will be Bold at the price NQ, if the purchaser 
cannot influence price. 

;~ 'T K f" 

o M N X 
Decreositrg retum 

FlouRB 15. 

~L QH 
K + 

: N M X 
Increasln!l rett/f'IJ 

FIOUllB 16a 

If he can influence price he will get the greatest advnntage at 
a quantity OM and a price MK, when :11K produced meets the 
demand curve at a point R, Buch that if KT parallel to xo meets 
OP at T, TR is parallel to the tangent at K; for then 

IIJ. q,'(IIJ) = KR = :llR-MK =f(IIJ)-q,(IIJ) =! U.-¢(IIJ), 
« 

the condition required. 
By reference to p. 34 it will be seen MK is the seller's mar

ginal supply price at M. The proposition may then be stated 
thus: under competition the purchaser pays the seller's Bupply 
price, while if the purchaser is only one (or several combined) 
while there are competitive sellers, he can pay the seller's 
marginal supply price. 

While in diminishing return purchases are restricted and the 
price lowered, under increasing I'eturn the lowering of price 
and the maximizing of purchaser's advantsge is obtained by 
extending the purchases. 

In both figures draw QL and RS parallel to XO to meet OP, 
and let QL meet RK in H. 
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In decreasing return the loss of utility from the decreased 
possession of X is ' 

U(ON)-U(O.ill) = (ONU, •• dfJ) = MNQR. J OJ( . 

The gain by decreased expenditure is the gnomon TLQNNK. 
Excess of gain is LTKH- QHR. 
In increasing return the gain of utility by possession is QNMR, 

the loss by increased expenditure TKNO-LQNO, and the excess 
of gain is LTKH - QHR as before. 

The general position when 'either buying or Selling may be 
competitive or not may be further elucidated as follows. 

If there are two persons, A buyiug and B selling X, and A paying 
and Breceiving Y (money), then A's offer is ,Uz-p .,' = 0, and 
B's offer is .Uz - p .•• =, O. 

If B raises his price above p', he makes extra profit, and some 
one else will presumably undersell him. But if he has monopoly 
he aims at a (P-p') fJ) = O. 

A may, however, refuse fu buy at the higher price, and both 
are satisfied only Bt p = p', .'" U", = ," .Uz • 

If there Bre several buyers not in collusion and B is the only 
.eller, B can fix price. • 

If thete are several selIers not in collusion and one buyer A, 
A can choose p' so as to maximize his net gain in utility, which 
will give the positiou illustrated hy the figures above. 

If 

Since the analysis of consumers' combinations is not so 
familiar as that of seller's monopoly, a numerical illustration 
mBy be studied with advantage. 

Let the supply equatiou be 1/ = </> (fJ) = 30- 2z, and let the 
purchaser's utility be U ("') = 42",- 3"', so that the demand 
equatiou is p = V. = 42-6z =f{"'), ,. being taken as uillty. 

Then the purchaser's net advantage is maximized when 

U{",)"-z</>(",) = 12.:1:-'" = 36-{z-Sj. 

is greatest; that is when z = 6, p' = 18. 
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The competitive price on the other hand would be where 
feZ) = tfJ (z), z == 3, p' = 24. 

11(0) 11. .,. (0) z.,.(z) l1(z)-z.,.(o:) 
l! 72 80 26 52 20 
8 99 2' ~ 72 27 _ , 120 18 22 88 8a 
5 185 12 20 100 85 
6 1M 6 18 108 86 
7 147 0 16 112 86 

Now if the demand was made up by two identical demands, 
viz.: f (z,) = 42 -12z" each for 1111 half the former quantity, 
then if they competed they would each spend 36d. on Ii articles, 
at 24ti. each; if they combined they could each get 3 for 54d., 
at 18d. each. The net utility for each is UIII1-6z1"-P' .Zl' 

which is 13i when :z:,. = 1l and p' = 24, but 18 when 1111 = 3 
andp' = 18. 

This is a case where two people by combining are able to 
take advantage of increasing return in supply. 

In decreasing return the advantage is obtained by restricting 
pUrchases. Thus if we writs <I> (III) == 30 + 2m, U (z) being as 
before, in competition each person buys ~ at p' = 33, and his 
net utility is 31; in combination each person buys t a~ fl' = 3~, 
and his net utility is 3·6. . . 

This is a case where two people ':.void the e~en§e: of in
creasing the snpply. 

§ ~ . .Joint and composite demand and supply. 

In the general equations there was no assnmption that the 
demand or supply of the commodities or factors were independent 
of each other, and in the first section of this chapter special 
cases of dependence were considered. But it will be useful to 
show how the various problema considered in Marshall'. Pri .... 
ciple. of ECOlwmic., bk. v, chap. vi (in the text, notes, and corre
sponding Appendix), are relsted to the system. 

The X's are' consumers' goods " 'of the first dhier\ 'in direct 
demand'. The}" s are 'producers' goods and factors', 'of the 
second order'. 'in indirect demand'. 

If" K 
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The quantities Y" ... Yrs ••• !/,. (see p. 48) are jointly demanded 
for the production of 1J1" as for example labour, coal, ore, transport, 
pig-iron. 

The quantities !l1$ ••• Yrs .•• Yms are under a compolite or alterna
tive demand for use in various manufactures: e.g. Y, may be labour. 

The necessary equations for these two cases have already been 
given. 

Compo8ite or alternative ,uppl!l occurs 'IV hen a want can be 
supplied by X, or Xr+l (e. g. by beef or by mutton). Choose 
units (e.g. weight of beef and of mutton) so that Pr = P,+I· 
Let the relation be so close that they are perfect alternatives, 
so that fl', + fl"+1 = fl': (say) cannot be separated into its terms. 
There i. nothing to decide the preference of the consumer. 

Then in the ntility equations (p. 50) 

=.!...tU, =....!.... ·tU,+1 =. 
Pr Pr+1 

is replaced by 1 = p;..liz,,(tU,,) = 
for each of n persons; and n equations are lost and n fewer 
quantities determined. 

1=.. t= .. 

Equations Ill, =. ~ fl', and 1J1'+1 = ~ fl'r+l 

,.re replaced by .. 

l:a1 I-I 

1J1'r'=~fl"r" 
1=1 

while the lost eqwltion is made good by Pr = P,+I. 
In the expenditure equations + p, . fl', + Pr+l • fl'r+l + is re

placed by +p,. fl': +. 
The remaining equations are unaltered. The' amounts pr~ 

duced of X, and X'+1 are determinate, and the totals of the two 
eopsumed by each person. 

Joint lUpply OCCurs when X, and X'+1 are produced by the 
same process in a determinate proportion (e.g. gas and coke). 
If It is the proportion for the t'h },roducer, the equation for the 
production function fl" '+1 = IF,,,, is replaced by,.,' r+l = I,. fl",. 

X ; t Q?Jt:) 
t'L 

6 ~3(Lj· 
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The equations involving the suffix r+ 1 drop out in the cost 
of production, separate use of facters, and substitution of raetcrs. 
In all fJ+,,+fJ(,,-I) = I'(n+l) equatiol\s drop out. At the 
ssme time the I' (n + 1) quantities : 

Yr+l, Sl l1r+l.s1 IYr+l,st·" Jr+l,s for 8 = 1,2 ... 1{_ 

cease to exist. 
If we regard Xr +1 as the- by-product, then instead of 

~ (1".+1 - tp'r+1) I17r+1 = 0, we have !p'r+l = o. 
The demand equations are nnaltered aDd the solution is com

pletely dete.rmina~. 

[More simply, if we coDsider the supply and demand of 
Xr and Xr +1' ignoring all other changes and assuming no profit, 
and taking only one producer, then 

II1r+l = U:r • 

1'rll7,+ P'+1117'+1 = 117,. '" (117,), 

and ~Ur = _1_ U'+1 =', 
Pr I Jr+l' 

where t/> (II7r) is the cost of producing I17r and I17r+l combined, ~ive 
sufficient equations.] . 

The commoditiea Xr and Xr +1 are jointl,Y demantled, if each is 
only useful with the other (e.g. pens and ink).' 

Take the units so that one unit of Xr is wanted with oue of 
Xr +1 • Then we have fJ DeW equations • • \ 

tll7, = ,"'+1 for t = 1, 2 .... i., 
while in the utility equations 

= ~. t U .. =_1_ . ,Ur+l'= 
Ilr Pr+1 

are replaced by __ 1_ . tU", 
l'r+P'+t 

where ,Ur, is the marginal utility of a unit of Xr and ,Ir H 

together, so that these n equations are lost. 
The remsining equations are unaffected, so that the solution 

is uniquely determinate.. 
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'l'he Ilerived or illdirect dema,ul for mctol'S of production may 
be studied from the following point of view. For simplicity 
(l()nsider one commodity.x; suppose its demand equation to be 
p =!(a:), and that its production depends on the factors 1'; ... 1 •. 
Required to determine the demand for 1';, that is the prices that 
will be paid for various amounts of Y" when the prices of the 
remaining factors (which of course are jointly demanded with it) 
are constant. 

We have then the equations: 

p = p', if there is no profit, 

a: = F(y,,3' .... ), 

p=!(a:), 

p'a: = ",3', + ... +" .3'.-1: ... +".3' .. 
1 1 1 

and -.F" = ... =-Fy = ... =-Fy , 
1ft I TIs 6 '1r,," 

from which we can eliminate the quantities !I .... 3'.,P, p' and #J 

and so obtain an equation between ", and 3'" involving the 
constants of the functions and the unvarying price.'r-., ", .... " •. 
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SURPLUS VALUE, RENT, AND TAXATION 

§ 1. Producers' surplus. 
A surplus is obtained wheu .. producer sells for more than his 

cost price or .. consumer buys for less than he is willing to give. 
Thus the various producers of Xr are not assumed in the 

previous sections to incur tbe same cost price. The differences 
are due either to situation or to skill of management or to 
other special circumstsnees; the first gives rise to rent, the second 
to personal surplus. 

It is perbaps simplest to assume that part of the entrepreneur's 
receipts are due to his own labour, included in one of the Y's, and 
then the marginal producer gets wages of management and no 
profits. 

If all produce~ are equally favourably situated, then under 
constant or under increasing return the most skilled tends to get 
all the trade, till and nnless its magnitude becomes too great for 
his ability. 

Under decreasing return many producers may remain in the 
industry, an,l we bave the position described above (p. 50) of 
which the extreme case is when 
no producer supplies enough 
to aff'ect the price significantly. 
Then the tth person maximizes 
(Pr-tPr)' ,;c'" so tbat 

·D~r (tPr' ",'r) = Pro 
Write(cf. p. 34) mj= ,p' ."" 

suppressing the ,.'s. 
The tth producer's profit is 

,;c' • Dim/)-'-mj=,;c' .,p·'m-ml' 
wbere IP' ... = D~(ml) is his marginal supply pric~, NQ, 
,;c' = ON, aud RQ is his marginal supply curve. 

while 
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Then mt = (,m'IJz(mt) .tim = 111/)'tl"",. dm = area ORQN,* 
Jo 0 

and em' ./p'". = area MQRN, wher<l QMis parallel to XO. 
The profit is the shaded portion QRM (Figure 17). 

oL--------------+.N----x 
FIavBE 18. 

Now take the case of only one producer (Fignre 18). 
Let p =f(l/) be the demand curve; p is not now given. 
Write p". = IJz (1'%) = IJz (if(m» = NQ, and in the figure let 

IJQ be the locus of Q. This curve differs bot» from the usual 
demand cnrve p = I(m) and from the offer curve 9 = aJj'(IJJ). 

The producer modifies p' and therefore III so as to maximize 
(1'-p')IJJ, i.e. 1'1ll-m, so that at equilibrium 

IJz (m) = IJz (1'IJJ), 

and therefore p'm = Pm = NQ. 

Then PI/) = f."pmfl;c* = area OIJQN, while m = area ORQN 

as before. . 
The profit is 

area ODQN-:-area ORQN = area IJRQ, 

which is greater than before, if (a. is usnal) IJip".) is negative. 

§ 2. Economic rent. 
Land has so far entered into the' eqnati~n. only as a factor of 

production measured not in su.per6cies, but by units cf produce . 

• See Appendix, pp. 92 aeq. In each figore 0 is marked at the pnoitlon of 
equilibrium. ,J" .. , 1'.. and z are variabl .. in tbe ioteg:ratioDa, but hay. 
their definite valUeti ON, 1t.Q in the ata",emente of equilibrium. 
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Special theorems of rent depend partly on the dift'ereni; pro
ductivity of dill'erent IIC!eS, varying also according to their eal
tivation, partly on the assumption that the .. hole area eannot 
he incrmsed. 

In fact we do not deal in this hook with the inlIoenee of prices 
on new supplies of labour and capital, neept in so far as lahomera 
may he drawn from working for'~selves or idling. and capital 
from nse by its owner or non-nee. Similarly we have assnmed 
that land is limited, lUld either is all need for production (or ex
change or can he nsed by its owner (or his own enjoyment. 

Snppoee a prodoeer of X to he able to hire labour IIDd capital 
and to pnrchaee materiala at fixed Jlltes, and to apply these to 
land. 

First let him ealtivate only one plot and vary his production 
(<IIJ by varying the amonats o( lahoor (rJ and material C¥J. 

His production is -" = PC¥I:1J and, if p is the eelling price 
which he eannot aft'ect, he maximizes p-"-1"-,,, where p' is his 
co.;; of prodnction per nnit. 

The necesmy eqoatione are 

p' z = "'1:11 + "'sY •• 
1 1 
-F5'1=-P., 
"'1 71 I 

,,= P(h:1j, 
resolting after eliminating ,. -bd:1. in p' = +" (z> say. 

Under conditions of decreasing retom +'1 (aI) is positive. 
-" is then given by 

p = lJz,(P'-,,) = +,,(ZI)+ZI4>'I(ZJ =1" •• 
His muimom profit is 

(P'.-p')-" = ",", .'1 (<IIJ. 
Similarly he ealtivates all plots for which 

l' = +" (z> +~'4>' .(zi 
gives a positive root. '. 

His local margin of ealtivation is where the root of this 
eqoation is zero. 

The intensive margin on each coltivated plot is when l' = 1" •• 
where p' .a" is expense of inCft8Sing the prodnct from aI to ,,+ ate. 
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The profit fIJ,'",\ (fIJ,) is the rent which can be exacted for 
plot 1, if hi. labour and interest on capital are inclnded in y, 
and y.. If he can command elsewhere a price P, for his ability 
(in excess of his labour wage) he woul:l pay rent· 

~:r,''''',(flJl)-P, 
the summation being extended over all the plots. 
- The above analysis applies with verbal changes to rent of 

urban land. . 

§ 3. Taxation in the case of competition. 
Let a tax T per unit XT be imposed, to be paid by the producer. 
leolate demand f(fIJ) and supply", (fIJ) of X" igno"jng other 

commodities. . . 
Write 1/0 (fIJ)= f (fIJ) - HE). 
Before tax, let equilibrium be at 1/0 (fIJ,) = O. 

After tax, " '" ("I-~) = T, 

.'. T = -f""(",)+,,·"'''(fIJ,)'''' .... * 
Receipt from tax R = T ("'I - f), 

.'. R = -""""'("',)+ E'''''(",.) + IE'''',''''' ("'I) + terms in r,&c. 
Consumers' loss of ntility expressed in money is 

o f. z
'.t(X)t!"'-"'.f(3:,) - 1.%'-/<"') t!>: + (>:,-f)f(>:I-') 

= J%' f(>:)dfIJ-flJ.f("'J+(fIJ,-Elf(x,-f). 
Zl-1 

Write fIJ = fIJ'+"'I-f. 

0= J.f(",.-f+",') fW-"'J("',) + (.r,-Elf(x,-e) 

1.1 z'· 
= U(xl-eJ+I2I'I'("',-,) +-/,,(x,-f)+ ... }">:'-"',f("',) 

• 2 + (",,-,>f(",,-fJ 
= e.t(fIJ,-e) +~rf' (>:,-eJ+1'3f'(>:,-eJ + ... -"',f(z.) 

-e/(J',-eJ +"', {f("',)-,/' ("',) +H'/"(z,)-"'} 
= -"',ef(fIJ,) + leo {fez,) +z,/,,(z,)} + terms in r· 

• See Appelldil<, p. M. 
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Let Q be the position of eqUllibrium before taxation, L after. 

ON=IIJ, NQ =!(IIJ,) = 4> (IIJ,) MN=E 
QN, LA{ are perpendicular, and KT, QH, LS parallel, to Ox. 

T = Ja = J~ (-f (m,)+4>' (IIJ,» approx. = -E."" (1Ir,) 
c= area QilSL = jJL(HQ+SL) = iH-1' (IIJJ) (2I11,-E) 

R = area KTSL = KL.KT= T{IIJ,-fj 
approx. 

Let P = area QIfTK = iKL (HQ+SL) = H4>' (111,) (2I11,-fj 

C+P-R = area KLQ = iKL .JQ = irE approx. 

~l===::;2~ 
Tf------:7""'--~ 

~ , ' 

IJ 

<l: 

o 
Quantity 

M N 

Competition: Decreasing Re-turn. 
FIGtmB 19. 

x 

approx. 

The approximation assumes that the curvatnre of the aree 
LQ and KQ is negligible. 

Similar diagrams can be drawn to illgstrate ot,her cases. 

Competition being assumed, in increasing return where pro
ducer makes ,no profit 

C-R = "',E( -4>'(IIJ,))+f" {-tf' (111,)+4>' ("'J} +!E"IIJ,4>" ("'J. 
In constant return 

C-R = H" { -I' (111,)}. 
In both case. terms in\'olving es are neglected. 
With decreasing return, where' the supply curve is that 
H" L 
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aggregated from those of the separate producers, the producer's 
aggregate loss of profit is 

P = 11:, •• (IC,)-1.\ (IC) .dlC-(IC,-,> •• (IIJ,-,) +1.SI-~(IC) .dllJ 

= (after reduction as in the case of C) 
"'".'(IC,)-Hll 

{.' ("',) + "',,"(IIJ,)} + terms in e. 
:. C+P-li = !f2W (IC,)-/, (IC,», if f' is neglected. 

Hence in all cases the public, producer and consumer together, 
lose more thon the revenue gains. In the case of increasing 
return the loss is greater than in that of decreasing return. 

Now, if we neglect f" (IC) and ." (IIJ) and regard the part of 
the supply and demand curves involved as straight lines, we have 

e -I'(x,) -e 
p= "("',) =-;J' 

if e and '1 are the elasticities of supply and demand at IC,. 
The increase of price is 

f(IC,-f}-/(x,) = _,./'(x,), 
now f" (IC) is taken as 0, 

-1'("'1) e --.T. 
e-'1 

In COnstant return the increase of price is T, in increasing 
return it is greater, and in decreasing return, less than T. 

Tax receipts are at a 111azi111um when T is so chosen that if IIJ, 

is the amount exchanged, ICT• '" ("'T) is a maximum. [This is 
where a monopolist untaxed would fix the quantity produced.] 

If f (IC) and ,'(",) are taken as constant, which is a less 
reasonable assumption than before, since the change of IIJ is now 
considerable, and It, is the amount that would have been 
exchanged if there had been no tax, it is easily shown that (p.59) 

"'T = !"'u and therefore, = ICT , ,. = -!IC,. t' ("'J, 
"11= -111J,'",'(",,), C=i"',"(-f,'("',», P=!IC,".4>'(IIJI), 

C + P - 11 = ! R in decreasing return, 

C-R = ill in constant return. 
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The excess of the loss to the public over the gain to thEiTev~ue 
is half the revenue receipts in these cases. . , -." . 

In increasing return 

C-R = 1"'1"(-!'(ID,)-2</>'(",,» 
= j.R+ i "'1' (-</>' (ID,», 

and the excess of the loSB is even greater. 

§ 4. Taxation in the case of producer's monopoly. 

At tsx T, .. monopolist maximizes (.; ("') -T) ID, say at ID .. where 

';(ID.)+ID.';'("'.) = T, ' 

R = TID. = ID. {.; ("'.) +111.';' (ID.)}. 

Without tax III, would have been produced; where 

.; ("',} + "" .;' ("'1) = ,0. 

Then p. I;l0W taken as loss of profit and tax, 

= "''''' (Ill,} -ID. (.; (ID.)-T), 

and C= j"'!(",)dlD-ID'/(IIl,) + III.! (ID.). 
z,. 

O+P-R = -ID, </> (ID,) + Ill. </>("'.) + J::f(lIl)th. 

Write "'" = ID.+ E and take the case where the supply and 
demand are straight Jines, so that 

!" (III) = q," ("',)' = .;" ("") = o. 
Then, expanding hy Taylor's series,* we find 

T = ';(IIl,-E)+("",-E).;' (ID,-E) = -2E.;'(ID, ), 

R = -21D.E.;' ("")' 0 = -jf' ("'1)' H2"',-E), 
P = "",; (",,)-(ID, -E) (.; ("',)-E.;' ("',}) +R 

= E.;("',)-(",,-Ej£'; (ID,) +R = r.;(IDtl+R III 111, 
= -E'';' (III,)+R =.;' ("',). (E"-2"",E), 

C+P-R = E' </>' ("") -liE" +E"',)I' (""~ 

* See Appendis, p. a.. 
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Hence on the same assumption 

C f' ("") e 
p = 2",' (z,) = 2 (e-'1) • 

Hence C = iP in constant return, 

C> iP in increasing return, and C = P, if for exampl& 
q,' = if. 

and C < i P in decreasing return. 

In constant return, 

C+P-R = f("',+H)(-j'(QlJ) =i(z,+w. 

In deoreasing return, add " q,' ("") to this expression. 
In increasing return, if for eample q,' ("') = if' (z), 

C+P-R = z,E(-f' (IIIJ) = "',T. 

In the same case of monopoly, R is a maximum when the 
quantity sold after the tax is imposed makes III ('" (Ill) + Z"" (III» 
a maximum, and then 

'" (III.) + 3111."" (1II.)+zI. "''' ("'.) = o. 
Take again the case where 

J" ("') = q," (III) = 'it" (III) = O. 
Before the tax was imposed. . 

"'(III,)+IIl,,,,'(,,,,)=O. 
Then, if W. = III. + E, 

0= ",(z,-E) +3 (z,-E)"" (QI) = -£'it' (1II,)+(2"',-3E)· "" (QI,) • 

• '. E=i"', and IIl.=!IIl,. 

T = -2,,,,' (Ill,), as before, = -Ill,"" (Ill.) = "'("")' 
Jlence the maximum yield is when the rate of tax equals the 

difference between the monopolist' 8 selling and cost prices before 
the tax. 

R = yield of tax = l""'" (Ill,). 
P= -E"",'(IIl.)+R = illl "'(IIlj = ~R. 
C = -jlll,"f' (IIlj, =!R in constant return. 
C+P-R = iR+1III,"(-f(",.» = lR in constsnt return. 
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In increa..<ing return in the case when </>' =i/" C=P=i R, 
and C+P-R= 2R. 

Under monopoly, the increase of price (whether R is maxi
mized or not) j;, 

" r(aJ -C)-/(aJ,)= -C/'(x,)+"2I"(aJ,)-+ ... , 

= !. . .I' (x,) = !. . _"_. if J" (aJ,) is 0 or if " is negligible. 
2 >It' (II,) 2 <-11 

We have then from the eqnation for a given ahove 

C· = (Ill - ~) X increase of price, 

"" +11. • f. = -2- x mcrease 0 prIce. 

In constant return, increase of pric:e. is ~. 

In decreasing " 

, In increasing " 

where </>' = ii',. = ~. 

T 
<,-

2 
.,. 

> ii' and, in the case 

Under monopoly, if the tax is not per unit bnt a lump sum, 
the price is nnaffected and the amount sold unaffected; the whole 
is paid by monopolist and can theoretically be increased till it 
nullifies hi. profit, and R = 1I,>1t (II,), viz. twice the maximum 
under a tax per unit. 

NOTE.-The term 'consumer's surplus', applied to U (x) -x!(x), 
has given rise to misconception, and has been avoided here. But 
it is useful to distinguish two parte of C (pp. 12-3), viz. 
U(II,)- U(X1-f), or lJlLQN (ligure 19), which is the loss of 
utility, and (X, -f)!(II,-E)-II",/(x,), or OSLM - OHQN, whieh 
is the increase of cost (which is negative for large elasticity). 
The two together give QHSL or C. 

Thus if weekly purchases of tobacco before and after taXl!tion were 
4 oz. at 3d. and 8 oz. at 5d., one ounce worth approximately 4d. 
is lost and 3d. more is spent. The loss to the consumer in this 
case:~ ~en as 7d. 
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SUMMARY OF THE MATHEMATICAL IDEAS 
AND FORMULAE USED 

THE following notes arc oJ!ly likely to be useful to those who 
have at some time studied the elements of the calculus in an 
ordinary course. Only a very limited region of the calculus is 
used in ordinary economic reasoning, but in some respects it 
is of a kind to which prominence is not given in the usual 
mathematical training, while much attention is devoted to other 
aspects of its use, in physics, &c. It has therefore seemed worth 
while to trace the theory of the calculus from the beginning up 
to the theorems and methods used in the text, to enable readers 
to refresh their memories about the particular results wanted 
and to become used to the notation adopted. The definitions 
and proofs are not rigid in the mathematical sense, and any 
careful reader will detect uumerous lacunae. 

The results may, however, be accepted as tme in the sense and 
with the limitations used in tbe text, and complete proofs can 
readily be found by those who have sensitive mathematical 
consciences. 

Function •• 
If two variables IIJ and y are so related that y is determinate 

when IIJ is given, y is said to be an (explicit) function of IIJ. This 
relationsbip is written y = f(z}; bnt since several functions 
may be involved in the same problem, variants off (e.g. F, .p .•. } 
or other letters (x, U ... ) are used alse to express tbe functions. 

If two or more variables IIJ, y, z ... determine another variable, 
", then" =f(lIJ,y,z ... }. 

If IIJ and y are connected by any equation such as 

lIJ+y+8=0, "'+2,,'-7=0, sin(lIJ+y)-3=0, 
the relationship may be written generally as 

f(z,,,} = 0. 

f is then said to be an implicit fnnction. 
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It is often not necessary to know the form of the function nor 
to he able to evaill-ate it. Important relatione can he establiehed 
and resulte obtained from the mere knowledge that certain 
quantities determine others. 

The function contain. n\lIIlbers and often conetante (generally 
written a, lJ, c . . '.). that is quantities which remain unchanged 
while IIJ,!I ••• vary. It is necessary to know these numbers and 
coDstants if the function is to he evaluated numerically. 

/("") means the value of /(IIJ) when the particular value IIJ, is 
given to the ,general variable IIJ. 

/(:z:) is said to De continuons over the range IIJ = a to IIJ = 6, 
when :z: can take all values from a k 6, to each of which there is 
a real finite value of/(:z:), and when, if:z: makes a finite change, the 
change in /(IIJ) is also finite. This may be explained by saying 
that a continuous function can be graphically represented by 
a line drawn without the pen leaving the paper or marking a 
sbarp angle. The definition here given is only a preliminary or 
popular one, but it is sufficient for the, sequel. 

Deriveil junction. or differential coe.fftcient •• 

Let the valnes of !I corresponding to a range of values of III be 
plotted on squared paper, 80 that when I» = OM, y = MP, and 
aBI/} increases from OM to ON, P moves along a curve (or straight 
line) to Q. The line PQ is the pap" of the function; y =/(1)>) 
is the equatian of the curve (Fignre A, p. 81). 

The point P is written (I/}, y). I/} and y are the co.ordinat., 
of P; I/} is the abaciBla; y the ordinate; OX, 0 Yare the a:z:ea 'If 
.. eference. 

Let the co-ordinate. of Q' be IIJ +" and y + k, so that (if P L iB 
parallel to OX and meete NQ in L) MN = ", LQ = k. 

Draw PT.to touch the curve at P, aud join PQ and produce it. 
Then 

tan QPL = LQ+PL=k/" = (y+k-y)/" = (f(tJJ+lz)-/(tJJ»/lz. 

Now let Q approach P along the curve. The chord PQ rotates 
about P, till as Q reaches P it coincides with PT, and the angle 
QPL become. the angle TPL = 8, say. 
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Ton8 is the limit of (f(x+n)-f(Ill»)/k, when Ii approaches, 
and finally hecomes, zero, This result i. written 

tan 8 = T t/(Ill+hl-:f(lIIl (h-+O) = IJz!l* =I'(IIJ), 
L 4 

each of these expressions heing a convenient way of writing the 
process and result hriefly, 

For example, the grnph in Figure A represents 

!I =/(!1J) = 1+7",-x2
, 

r:J;an8 = IJz!l=I'(x) 
= C{1+7(",+hl -(X+;>'}-{1+7"'-IIJ'} (HO) 

= r..;7h-2;",-h
2 

= 7-2x, 

Thns when!1J = 2 (and !I = 11), the point P in the figure, 

1'(111) = 7-4 = 3. 

The tangent at P rises 8 units vertica.lly to 1 unit horizontally, 
The gradient is 3. . 

f ('") is the rats of increase of f ('") per unit change of III at 
the point ,", 

I' ('") is called the der;fJed function, the de";'fJat;fJe,' th~ 
differential coejJici.ent or the gradient of f('"). 

When f ('") is positive the curve rises to the right. Where 
f' (x) is zero <'" = 3i in the figure) the cnrve ceases to rise. 
Whenl'('") is negative (1II>3i) the curve fa.lls, 

The fIUl,"imum of f("') is when I' ('") = 0, if (as in this case) 
1'('") changes from positive to negative as III increaSes through 
the maximal position, that is if at this point the curve is concave 
to OX (and above it). 

If now we take the cnrve 

y = "'-7",+ 15, f('") = b-7. (~'ignre B.) 
/' (!1J) = 0, when," = 3i. 
/,(,")<0, when ,"<3i. /,(!1J»O, when ,">3i. 
f(,") is a minimum when.," = 3i. 

• Formerly this expreaaioD w.:. written ~. Since thi. nggesta • traction 

and Dot the result of a process, the form. bera used fa to be preferred. 
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The ",ini",,,,,, of 1(11:) i. when /' (II:) = 0 and the carve is con
vex to OX (and above it). 

These resnlte are general. The first test for the presence of 
a mwmnm or minimUm is that /' (II:) = O. To decide whether 
this gives a maximnm or gives a miaimnm it is necessary to 

3 

2 

I 

15 

2 

OL-~M~-LN~~~ ____ X 
I 2. 3 4 5 
y-I+7x-x' 

OL-~~-L~~------X 
I 2 3 4 5 
y-"'-Tx+15 

FIGUllB A. FIOUBB B. 

know the .ign of I' ("') for values of fIJ to the left aad right of 
the maximal positioa, ualess (!IS ~ -very often the case) we know 
II priqri which to expect. . 

Succe"ilJe differentiation. EJ:pan.iOlI8. 

The process o'r differentiation can (if course be applied to the 
derived faaction. We thus obtein lIhe "cOtld derivative, aad so 
on successively. 

Thus in the first example taken, 
/,(11:) = 7-211:. 

net II 
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The second derivative 

IJ'~y =/" (I))) = ~7-2 (.1'+hl-(7-2al\~_O) = -2. 

If /" (I))) is negative, f' (I))) if positive is becoming less as al 
increaseg, and if negative is becoming n~merically greater 
negatively. 

A little consideration will show that if j" (I))) i. negative the 
curve i. concave to OX (if above it), and if/,' (al) i. positive 
the curve is convex. 

The complete test for a maximum (if/,' (al) is not zero) is 
that f' (al) = 0 andj" (I))) is negative, and for a minimum that 
j' (al) = 0 and jn (I))) is positive. 

In the adjacent Figure (e) of a convex curve, PTi. the tangent 

y 
at P and meets the ordinate of 
a neighbouring point Q at T. 
PL i. parallel to Ox. 

Write 
~al = ,I = MH, ~y = k = LQ. 

~.1' and ~!I are .mall finite in
crements or • infinitesimal.' of 
al and y. 

LT = PLtsnLP'l' = ,If (al). 

---::I-~---,L-x ~y = HQ-MP 
o ;.""" c. N =j(lIJ+h)-j(l))) = LQ 

= LT+TQ=f(I)))·~IIJ+TQ. 
TQ, the departure of the corve from it. tangent, diminishes as 

Q approaches P. 
We shall im mediately give an informal proof that TQ i. eom

parahle with ,I", i.e. with (~"')'. Assuming this we have 

~y = f (I))) • ~'" + a quantity involving (a",)". . , }'ormnla 1. 

,'. ~ = f (I))) + a quantity involving ~"" and in the limit, 

when ,I is zero, ~ = IJ~. 
To obtain a rough proof of the proposition just used, draw the 

tangent at Q to meet MP at 7'. The gradient of this tangent 
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IS r {", + Il). In tbe case where Q is above T. it is eVident. (the 
curve being continuous and k small) that QT' cuts P L between 
P and L and therefore QL<V' (",+A). Hence 

Af ("')</(",+11)-/("') <!if' (",+11). 

and I(",+II)-/{"') =V'(",+cA). 
where", + ck is some value intsrmediate between", and", + A. aud 
continuity is assumed. 

The same result is obtained if the curve is concave. and this 
proposition is true for all continnous functions. 

Hence similarly 

j'(",+c")-1"("') = c1zJU("'+'l'h) 
where c1• is intermediate between 1 arid c. 

Combining these resnlts. we have 

ay =/(",+h)-f(z) = lif'(",) + ""'/" (z+c,A). 
where c and Cl are proper fractions, and k = az. 

A change in y is therefore obtained approximately by multi
plying the change in '" by the ,first derived function. the 
equation being the more exact the smaller the change in z. 

This result is fundamental in a considerable part of the appli
cation to Economics. 

A rough examination of the general expansion of f(",+k) 
can, be obtained as follows. 

T.ke z as fixed, say "'0' and" as variable. Write 
1("0+11) = F(II). 

Thus in Figure C let 

OM = .... lIP =/("'.). NQ =/(",.+11) = F(It). 
Snppose that F(") is expansible in ascending powers of" with 

all the terms finite and the series convergent. i. e. tends to a 
unique finite limit when the number of terms is increased 
indefinitely. 

Write'F(II) = a.+all1+a.k"+a.h'+a.It'+ .... where a •• al'" 
are constants to be determined. 

Differentiate successively with regard to A. 
F' (II) = al + 2a.h+ 3a,h'+4a.ks+ .. . 
FU(A) = 2a,+ 3. 2 a," + 4 • 3".,,"+ .. . 
rU(II) = S. 2a.+4. 3. 2a.k+ .... 
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In each of these equations take the case where " = O. 

a. = F(O), <It = F' (0), a. = ~ F" (0), 

aa=2\F"'(O), ... a.=~}i'r{O) .•• , 
where F' (0) is the result of writing h = 0 after F(") is differen
tiated and 80 on. 

Then F' (0) is the gradient of the cnrve PQ at P and therefore 
is the same as f' ("'.), that is the result of writing IIJ = /II. in the 
derivative of f(IIJ). Similarly F" (0) = I" (/II.) and so on. 

We have then 

f(IIJ.+n) = F(n) =I(IIJ.) + It/' (IIJ.) 

+ ~h'j" (IIJ.)+ ••. ~ k' f' (IIJ.) + ... 
Formula 2, 

the process being continued as far as we please. 
This is Taylor'. Series. 
In the functions need in the text it is generally the case that 

the succeesive terms become rapidly smaller over the part of the 
curves tbat are considered in the neighbourhood of equilibrinm. 
Snch an assumption is mnch more hazardons when larger changes 
are considered, as in the cases of taxation and monopoly 
(pp. 60 and 75 seq). 

Standard derivativu and .... le, '!/ differentiation. 

The following are standard derived functions, as shown in any 
text-book on the calcnlus : 

.D" (111") = ,""'-1, 
where IS is any positive or negative integer or fraction; 

e.g. .D".//II = illJ-t • 

.D,,{a") = a" .log.a. .D" ( ... ) = .... 

])" Qog,,/II) =! .log"e. .D"Qog."') =!. 
'" /II 

])"(sin,,,) = COS"', .D"(cos,,,) = -sin"" .D,,(tan"') = eec'"" 
where /II is the radian measure of the angle. 
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Also the following working rules are easily proved from the 
definition of a derived function: 

D", (of(.,» = tJ .f' ( .. ) ; 
e.g. D", (3.,) = 3, Il" (3"') = a x 2., = 6.,. 

Il,.j (a.,) = if' (aID) ; 

e.g. D".m(tJID) = acostJID. 

Il",{f(.,)+a) =f' (ID); 

e.g. D., (.,.+ 3) == 2m. 

]).,/(ID+a) =f' (.,+a); 
e.g.' D., (;10 + a)1 = 2 (ID+a), for if f(.,) = .,., I' (.,) = 2..,. 

These rules may be combined, thus: 

D., {al(h.,+c)+d} = ah .1' (6;10+ c) ; 

e.g. D.,{2sin(3z+4)+5} = 2X3cos(3z+4) = 6 cos (aID + 4). 

If f(ID) and </> (ID) are two functions of ID, the following rules 
ean be obtained : 

D., {/(.,)±</> (ID)) =f' (.,)±cp' (Jl); 

e. g. D., (.,s + log.") = 2m + I/ID. 

D., {/(") X </>(.,)} =/' (.,) X </> (.,)"+/(") X </>' (.,); 

e.g. D.,(.,ssin.,) = 2.,sinID+.,sc08.,. 

D", {/(")+</> (;IO)} = {f' (.,) x </> (.,) -/(") x </>' ("')} +(</> (.,»1; 

e.g. D", (tan.,) = D., (sin .,+cou) 
= {C08 IDxcos.,-sin., X (-sin.,)}+cosl ., 

as above. 
= (c08'ID+sin2 .,)+cos·" = 1 +tan2 ID = SeelID, 

If y = F(u), where" =/(ID), 

~=~ x ~=F(,,+&u)-F(") x/IID+a")-f(ID), 
aID au aID au aID 

identically. 

In the limit, obtained by diminishing aID and consequently 
au and ayalso, 

D",'1 = DuF( .. ) x D.,/(z); 
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e.g. if F stands for log,. f for sin. and so ,,= sin "' • 

.D", {log, (sin "')} = .Du (log, ,,) x.D" (sin "') 

=! X cos'" = ~ x cos'" = cot",. 
U Bln:tJ 

.D" {sin ("'o)} = 2", cos (",0). 

These forms and rules are sufficient for the differentiation of 
common functions of one variable. 

F"flcti07l' of two or more fJariahllll. Partial differentiation. 

Let a variable,. depend on two other variables", and y. so that 
,. = f ("" y). and let ", and y depend on another variable t. 
Required to connect a change in t with a change in z. 

I~-----L----~-------X 

Fnnm.B D. 

To fix ideas. suppose a point to be moving in the pIane XOY 
(Figure D), and at any time t to be at the point K ("" y). Let 
a vertical KP (z) be erected whose height is f("'. y). 'l'ben aa 
the point moves about the pIane XOr, P will move always 
vertically over the point on a surface whose equation is 

z =fC"'.y). 

Consider movements parallel to OX, i. e. to the plane ZOX. 
If the point moves from K to L. y is constant (say yJ while II 

varies, and P traces out a plana curve PQ. The gradient at 
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P of this curve is .D.,/(IIJ,yJ, that is the result of differentiating 
f(lIJ,yJ where Yl does not vary. This expreBBion is variously 
written 

~z ' 
.D., (z) (y oonst), i,;' I' (lIJ,y) (y const), I." and "., : Formula 3. 

f."is at once the briefest and most convenient of these forms. 
It means the result of the proceBB of differentiation, with respect 
to IIJ applied to the function, y being kept constant; e. g. if 

1(IIJ,y) = a",o + hyl, I., = 2a11J, lu = 2hy. 

This quantity .fz is called the' partial d."il1ed III ... tiQfJ (or 
derivative or differential coefficient) with respect to IIJ. 

If the point P had moved along the tangent at P in the plane 
of PQ it wonld have risen .if." to T, when IIJ increased to ID+A, 
A being XL. 

Similarly if we take movements pa.rallel to or or the plane 
zor, let the point in the plane xor move from K to M 
(KM=A:) and P trace the curve PRo Its initial gradient, 
would be I y , and if it had moved along the tangent to PR it 
would have risen kly • 

Now if A and A: axe small the heights of Q and R only differ 
from those obtained at T and the corresponding point under R 
by quantities involving A" and"" (by formula I), which are 
therefore very small The rises in the two paths are therefore 
very nearly Itl., and if,. , 

Further it can be shown (though the complete proof is diffi
cult) that the rise along the path Q8, where KLNM is a rect
angle and N8 is vertical, differs from the rise along PR only by 
a quantity of the Oluer 11k. 

If, t.hen, the point in the plane xor moves from K to N by 
ap.y path and in consequence a line F8 is traced on the surface, 
the increase of height from P to 8 differs from AI., + if, by a 
quantity involving A", 1c', or ItA: as factors. Write a" for this 
increase. 

a" = e+a .. -z =/{tIJ+A,y+k)-f(tIJ,y) = lif.,+lfy 1 F la 
.,. ... . tel ,ormu 4, =J.,.utIJ+Jy.uy,approxlma y, : 

where ~IIJ, ~y are the increments of IIJ and y. 
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Let at be the time interval between K and :N. 

&z ~", ~.V • at = /" . ~ + lu . ~ appronmately. 

Now proceed to the limit wben ~t approaches zero, and conse
qoently a"" ay, a. approach zero, and the qoantities hi, gl, M,&c. 
which are omitted in Formula 4 vanish. We have 

lJ,. =1". lJ,"'+ly ' lJt!J. 
Thus if "= o",'+l>y', where", = cost, y = sint, I" = 2 a"" 

fy = 2by, lJ,lIJ = -sin f., lJ,y = cos t, and 

lJ,z = -2a",sint+2bycost 
= -2acostsint+2hintcost = (6-a)sin2t. 

[This resnlt may also be obtained directly by writing 

"= acos1t+bsin"t, 

bot it is not nsnal that the substitotion shoold be 80 simple.] 

The equation does not depend on tbe geometrical illustration 
but is universally true. For example we may take t, wbich is an 
independent variable completely at choice, as identical with IIJ, 
and obtain lJ,," =1" +1". lJ"y . • • Formula 5. 

The r88ult may be generalized to any number of variables, 80 

that if Z =/(IIJ.", .... IIJ,.), 
lJ," =1"l.lJ,IIJ,+/",.lJt"'.+ ... +f"".lJ,IIJ,.. Formula 6, 

and lJ"l"=/"t+I",.lJ",IIJ.+ ... +I"o.lJ",,,,,,,, Formula 7. 

e.g. If "= "'1" +IIJ."'. + "'."'. =/"("'.,!J!,."'.), 
1"t=,2"'1+1IJ., f"t=lIJa, f",,="'.+ lIJi, 

and lJ",z = 2"'.+IIJ'+"'J.lJ"1"'1+{IIJ.+",.).lJ",IIJ •• 

We cannot evaluate this till we know the relationship between 
IIJ. and .... and between "'. and "'" 

The formula is commonly used aa 

a" =/"t. a"',+I ... · allJ.+ ... +/"o' 3",,. •• }'ormula 8, 

the variahle on which "',. "' .... 11. depend not being named. 
In this form it is very im porttlnt in Economics. 
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In word", 11" a quantity II is dependent on variables "'I' "' •••• "'n' 
and these variables o,\"ing to a common cause have at the same 
time small increments a"'I' a"', ...• whose squares and products 
are negligible, then the resulting increment in I! is obtained by 
adding the increments in "'1> "'s"" each mnltiplied by the partial 
derivative of z with respect to,it computed on the assumption 
that the other ",'s do not vary. 

Maflrim4 Q1ul mi'lima. 

In Figure D (p. 86) II is a maximum or minimum where the 
tangent plane to the sUliace on which P moves is horizontal, so 
that when motion takes place in any direction the point starts 
along the plane and then falls below it (in the case ·of a maxi
mum). or rises above it (in the case of a minimnm). Where 
I! =/("',y) and thc tangent plane is horizontal, evel'y line in it 
is horizontal, so that Iz = 0 =/y , since these al'e the gradients 
in two of the directions. 

More generally. when I! =/("'1' 11' ..... Q;n), II cannot be a 
maximum or minimum, unless the effEct of an infinitesimal change 
oi' any of the ",'. is to make az = o. From formula 8 this will 
be the case jf 

o =/zl =1,., = ... =1,"" •.• Formula 9. 

If we know a priori. as is.often the case, that there is a maxi
mum or a minimum in the region considered, these squations 
are sufficient. If n~t, terms of a higher degree in the increments 
must be examined. 

[e.g. 11= "'"+y'+2m+ 4y = (.71+ 1)'+(y+2)"-6, 

i. clearly n minimum when '" == -1, Y = - 2. 

In this case. Iz = 2.71+2, = 0 if", = -1, 

and f y =2y+4,.,=Oify=-2 .. 

If, however, II = ","-2.71Y+ 29'+ 2.71+ 4;, 

Iz = 2",-2y+2, 19 =. -2m+4Y::HI, 

and these are zero if aJ = - 4, Y = ~ ... 
All we can say without further examination is that, if there is. 

a m""';ilJ\um or minimum, it is at this point.] : 
1711 N' 
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It is often the case that "'to "' •••• are not independent, hut are 
connected with each other by one or more equations. Tb.e equa
tions 0 = fz, =/." = ... will not then in general be consisteut 
with the connecting equations and the partial derivative. cannot 
all vanish together. The procedure then is to eliminate as many 
of the ",'s as there are connecting equations and proceed with the 
remainder taken as independent variables. 

[Thus,if z=",2+,r+2",+4y and y=",+2, 

Z = "'+(",+2)'+2",+4 ("'+ 2) = 2.,0+ 10 .. + 12, 
Dzz = 4 .. + 10, = 0 if", = -2·5, 

and, since lJ2zz = 4 and is positive, this gives a minimum for t, 
viz. z= -1' 

This is the solution of the problem of finding the lowest point of 
the given snrface in the vertical plane 11 = "'+ 2. The minimum 
of z without any restriction is -5 (p. 89) when", = -1, 
y= -2.] 

The process of partial differentiation can -be carried on suc
cessively. Thus, if z =1("',11), fzz = Dz(f,,), y const., is the 
second partial derived function of z with respect to "'. It will 
measure the change of gradient of the curve PQ (Figure D, 
p. 86). Similarly fgy measures the change of gradient of the 
cnrve PRo Izy means Dy(fz), '" const.; it can be shown, hut 
not easily, that the same result is ohtained from D,,(lvl, y const., 
so that /zy = 1 Y". This measnres the change in the gradient of 
the tangent parallel to the plane ZOX due to a movement of the 
section in the direction 01'. 

The more complete statement of the equation to which 

at =1 .... aa"+/,,,. a",.+ ... 
is an approximationJ is 

az =! .... b, +1 .... 3"',+ ... 
+1{f.,.z.(a'",)'+/ ...... (3'".J·+... FlO ormoa1, 

+2/" .... 8,",.3,".+ ... } 
+ terms involving cobes and higher powers of 3,". 

where all possihle squares and producte are inclodoo in { }. 
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An expansion by this formnla is used on pp. 17-18 above. 
An investigation of the complete formnla can be made on the 

lines of that on pp. 83-4 and formula 2, as follows. 
Write 

1("'0+ A,yo+ 1) = F(h, 1) 
= /J +6,.1 +6.1+ c,A' + c.hk+ c.k"+ti,As+a,,,21 

+ ti.1Ik" + tl,k" + ..•• 

Differentiate successively with respect to " and to 1. 

Flo = 6, +2c,1I+c,1+3a,"'+2tl.h1+d.'!;'+ ..• 
Fhh = 2c, +3. 2a,"+2t1,1+ ... 
Fhk = c2 +"2«.A+2«.1+ ..•. 

Take the case in each equation where 11 = 0 = 1. 

/J = F(O, 0), h, = Flo' ", = !Fhh: ", = Fhk , and similarly 
6, = Fk , c. = ,Fkk • in each case 0 being written for 11 and 1 
after differentiation. 

Bnt then (as on p. 84) Fh = the gradient at P of the curve PQ 
(FigureD,p.86) =1.,. Fh =fy,. and simil''''ly F I•I• =1.,.,. &c . 

. ". ~z =/(",.+A.'yo+1)-/("'0'Yo) " 
= hl.,+ify, +'(A~.,., +2hkf.,y, +1~U'Y'): Formula 11. 

+ terms involving cubes of A. &c. i 
This result can easily be extended to any number of variables. 
The above analysis is not a proof, but a determipation of 

coefficiente on the hypothesis that an expansion of this kind is 
pOBSible. 

With two variables/("'.y) is a maximum or minimum at 
("'o.Yo) only if I., = 0 =Iy, and the complex term involving 
squares is of the same sign for all variations j this is the case if 
I., ... xly,u, > (I,.",)'. Given this condition. I("'o.!!.) is a maxi
mum or minimum according as I.,., is negative or positive. " 

TaIlgelll •• 

It is often necessary to determine IJ.y when we are given 
I("',y) = o. I(m.y) = 0 i. the equation of " plane curve and 
IJ.y is its gradient at any point ("'.y). 

Write. =/("',y). 
.'" 1(2 
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Then az=fz.afIJ+I,.ay and IJzz=/z+I"IJzY (pp. 
87-8, formulae 4 and 5), 

But since z = 1(I11,y) is always zero, z is invariable, h is uro, 
and Dzz is zero, 

,',0 =/z+/y' Dz!J, or IJzY= -/zll,· 
The tangent at P, which we will call (111" YI) (see Figure A, 

p. 81), i. a line through (fIJI' yJ with gradient DzY, and ita 
equation is therefore 

Y-YI = (fIJ-l11l ) tan TPL = (fIJ-flJJ, D:y, 

that is (fIJ-flJJ ,/z, +(y-yJ .1" = 0, , Formula 12, 

where 1",,1'1' are the results of writing 111 = 1111 , Y = YI in the 
partial derivatives of I (iii, y). 

Thus, if l(fIJ,y) =am'+2h"'!l+by'-c = 0, 

Iz= 2"",+2ky, 1'1= 2h1l1+26y, 

and the tangent at a point (flJl'YI) on the curve is 

("'-I11J (2""'1 + 2ny,) + (y-yJ (2nfIJ, + 26y,) = 0, 

that is 111 (""', +hyJ +y (lIZ, +bYt) = U,"+ 2h1l1'YI + by,' 
=":. 

Notice that we can write an equation for Dzy at once from 
such a curve a. a",I+2h1l1y+6y'-c = 0, thus 

2u+2hy+Dz y(2fll11+26y) = 0. 

Intl!J1'ation, 

Integration is the procese of finding the original function when 
tbe derived function is given, and is the reverse of differentiation, 

The symbol J signifies integration, and is defined by 

11'(",)·tk =1(111) +C, 

where C (any constant) is introduced, since evidently 

Dz{f(fIJ)+C} =/'("')' 

Thns J z"-l dz = ~111"+C, since Dz(~z") = zn-' , 
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The most important use of integration in the present connmon 
is in its relatiollllhip to areas. 

Write "(31) = F(z). 
Let CIJ be the graph ofy = F(z) from 11= II (O.A) to 11= 6(0B) 

(Figure E). 
Divide .AB into • eqoal parts 

.AN,.. N1N .... each = az = (6-11)/ .. 

o 

~~+-+-+-----~E 

o B 

Let Nl P.. Ns P s... be ordinates, and complete the rectangles 
as in the figure. 

Take the ease of a carve that rises from C to IJ; other eases 
can readily be handled in the oame way. 

Let 8. $' be the areal! of the rectilinear ligures 

.ACR,.P.R.P. .•• IJ. and .AQP. QIP. .•• IJ. 

Then the curvilinear area .ACP.p •••• IJ is intermediate between 
8 and $'. $' - 8 = sum of such areas as QR,.. Ql R..... and 
approximately = az x EIJ. where CE is parsIlel to..AlJ. When 
• is large and therefore hi is smaIl. this difference is negligihle 
as compared with 8. and 8 may be identified as the area of the 
carve. 

Take • 80 large that (az)· ('&D be neglected. 
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Then from p. 82, formula 1, 

f(aHfJJ)-f(a) =1' (a). ~fJJ = :F (a). ~fJJ = AC. J.N, 

f(a+2~fJJ)-f(aHfJJ) = F(aHfJJ). ~fJJ = NIP"· N1N, 

f(a+".afJJ)-f(a+n=1 ~fJJ) = F(a+"-1 ~fJJ). ~fJJ. 

Adding we have, since 6 = a + "~3', 
f(6)-f(a) = sum ofsnch areas as J.CR1N. N,P,R.N, 

= S with sufficient approximation 
= area of curve. 

It is not difficult to verify that this 6nal equation is absolutely 
true, when we euppose " inde6nitely increased. 

The area of the curve is the limit of the sum oC the rectangles • 
F(fJJ). ~fJJ from fJJ = a to fJJ = 6, when" i. de6nitely increll8ed, 

• b 

= limit of~ F(.,). ~III and this is wtitten fa F(.,) .d.,. 

The whole process is then summarizp,d as 

area of curve = J.bF(fJJ)dtJJ= Ia/(fJJ)d"=f(b)-f(G) I Formula 13. 

Thus the area from OX to the curve y =.,' is for any value of III 

,'" rdfJJ = ~"'-l. 0 = 1"'. Jo • 

Note Oft elimination. 

Two linear equations 

~fJJ+bly+Cl = 0, ", • .,+6,y+c, = 0 

give one pair of valnes oC fJJ and y, viz. 

'" 1/ 
61c.-6.c1.= cla,~c~~ = aI6.-a.61• 

Or we can eliminate y and obtain one equation for III, 

(~b.-".~JfJJ+CI6.-c.61 = o. 
From two equations involving three 'quantitiea e, y, e, 

~",+61Y+"'Z+~ = 0, ".:r:+6.y+c.z+tl. = 0 
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we can eliminate one (z). and obtain .;, relation between the others, 

( ..... -II.cJ.,+ (6.c.-6.cJ 1 +a, •• - •• a. = o. 
Or we can say. from the first equation, 

z = - .!.( ... .,+6.,+tlJ. c,. 
and when this value of z is written in the second equation we bave 

•• (a • .,+6.y+a.)-c.( ... .,+6,' + a,) = o. 
From this it caD. be seen that, if we have .. linear equations 

connecting" quantities. we can determine the quantities separ
ately. and that. -if there are more than " quantities, we, can 
eliminate .. - 1 of them and obtain one equation invol ring the 
remainder; the procedure being virtually to eolve for ,. -1 
selected quautities from ,,-1 of the equations and Bubstito,te the 
results in the first equation. 

With linear equations, if the quantities II. 6, ••.• and ,. are 
given the eolution is only a matter of patience. When we have 
the earne problem involving squares, producte, or other functions 
of ." , •••• the procedure is the same essentially, thou,gh it is not 
always possible to carry it out by simple methods. 

Thus suppose we have three equations involving fonr quantities 

/'("''',Z,1)=0. f.(", ",".1) = 0, f.(II,fI,",y) = O. 

Solve the third as an equation in y. obtaining 

y=F(u,,,,.,). 
Put this valne in the first and second, obtaining 

11; Cu, ",.,) = 0, F. C .. , fI,.,) = o. 
Solve the la.t equation for." obtaining., = 4> (u. ,,) and put 

this valne in F, (u, fI,") = O. We have then one equation in
volving " and fI only, ., and 1 being eliminated. 

e.g. Eliminate III and 1 from the equation. 

III+v"+r = 20, .. ·+2v'+" = 30, 11+"+1 = 10. 

From the second and third equation. 

,,"+2 • .2+(10-"-111)1= 30 
III = 10-,,± .,130- .. 1-2,,". 
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Then Crom tbe first 

.. '+~'+ (1O-"t '11"30-112 -20')2 = 20, 

wbicb reduces to 

5",+ v'+ 6,,2~-120"'-120u~' 
+900u'+580~'-2000"+100 = O. 

Thus tbe actna! solution rapidly becomes laborious in quite 
simple cases. 

Wben there are as many (,,) equations 88 variables, and .. -1 
variables are eliminated, tbe remaining equation in one variable 
is not generally linear and tbere may be several real roots, each 
giving a set of simultaneooa values for tbe variables. The 
equations are tben said to have multiple solutions, and som.e 
furtber knowledge is DeceBBBry' to know whicb is appropriate to 
the problem. 
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